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March 22, 2011   

 lollydaskal:  Welcome everyone at #leadfromwithin! So glad you can join us.  

 donnypep:  RT @lollydaskal: five minutes until #tweetchat #leadfromwithin 
begins. Join us! Topic: Character With the ever amazing 
@martijnsjoorda #leadfromwithin  

 heart_path:  @Encouraging It's a fabulous group. Glad you are here! 
#LeadFromWithin  

 thehealthmaven:  hi guys! how is everyone? #leadfromwithin  

 dapancost:  @Encouraging Greetings and welcome. Jump right in and enjoy. 
#LeadFromWithin  

 scedmonds:  Welcome, Encouraging! What's your given name, my friend? 
#leadfromwithin  

 dapancost:  @thehealthmaven Wonderful. How are you, Lea? 
#leadfromwithin  

 earthliz:  @encouraging, welcome to #leadfromwithin! #leadfromwithin  

 lollydaskal:  So happy you are joining us RT @Encouraging: Greetings, 
everyone! Im new to this #LeadFromWithin #leadfromwithin  

 MagneticSilvia:  @Encouraging Welcome to #leadfromwithin Great to have you 
here!  

 scedmonds:  Hey, Sharon! Hey, Lea! #leadfromwithin  

8:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  Welcome @martijnsjoorda its an honor to have you here tonight 
with our #Leadfromwithin community #leadfromwithin  

8:01 
am  

ENBdavies:  RT @lollydaskal: So happy you are joining us RT 
@Encouraging: Greetings, everyone! Im new to this 
#LeadFromWithin #leadfromwithin  

8:01 
am  

ENBdavies:  RT @lollydaskal: Welcome everyone at #leadfromwithin! So 
glad you can join us.  

8:01 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @scedmonds hiya! leadfromwithin  

8:01 
am  

dapancost:  Sipping on some really hot green tea and joining some of my 
favorite people on the #leadfromwithin chat. Come join me.  

8:01 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  Thank you, Lolly. Thank you all for being here. It?s an honor to 
be here. I am really looking forward. #leadfromwithin  



8:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  Tonight we begin with: Q9: What is character? #leadfromwithin  

8:01 
am  

lynnfishman:  Hello everyone! #leadfromwithin  

8:02 
am  

dapancost:  @lynnfishman Hi, Lynn. Welcome. #leadfromwithin  

8:02 
am  

Encouraging:  Hello, all. TY for the warm welcome. @scedmonds I'm 
"Encouraging"; I'm a verb, but my noun-name is Thomas. :) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:02 
am  

heart_path:  Hi Lynn! Good to see you tnite. #LeadFromWithin  

8:02 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: Tonight we begin with: Q9: What is 
character? #leadfromwithin  

8:02 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A9: From the dictionary: ?The aggregate of features and traits that 
form the individual nature of some person or thing.? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:02 
am  

dapancost:  A9: Character is what you do in the dark when no one is looking. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:02 
am  

waynemcevilly:  I'm listening tonight to: RT @LollyDaskal Welcome 
@martijnsjoorda its an honor to have you here tonight with our 
#Leadfromwithin community  

8:02 
am  

Defendsfreedom2:  Character is what keeps your integrity intact when the pressure is 
on to compromise #leadfromwithin #Leadership  

8:03 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  So ture! lol RT @dapancost: A9: Character is what you do in the 
dark when no one is looking. #leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

scedmonds:  A9: I believe character is our soul made visible. Character is how 
we act, moment to moment, with others. #leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A9: ?The aggregate of features and traits 
that form the individual nature of some person or thing.? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: It' s the accumulation of thoughts, values, words and actions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

dapancost:  RT @Defendsfreedom2: Character is what keeps your integrity 
intact when the pressure is on to compromise #leadfromwithin 
Good point  

8:03 
am  

scedmonds:  Great! RT @Defendsfreedom2: Character is what keeps your 
integrity intact when the pressure is on to compromise 
#leadfromwithin  

8:03 Encouraging:  A1 Character is our "moral compass" and other things too. 



am  #leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @scedmonds I like that! #leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

Cybuhr:  A9: Our inner self revealed. #LeadFromWithin  

8:03 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A9: Character is what differentiates you from others. It's who you 
are. #leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: Our beliefs and our values become the habits that comprise 
our character. #leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @scedmonds: A9: I believe character is our soul made visible. 
Character is how we act, moment to moment, with others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

heart_path:  Character is your values in action (and what you do when no one 
is looking!) #LeadFromWithin  

8:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Encouraging: A1 Character is our "moral compass" and 
other things too. #leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

earthliz:  A9: To borrow from last week, character is habits 
#leadfromwithin  

8:03 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A9: I think character is one's ability to learn from adversity or 
"mistakes." #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

jahbalon:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: Our beliefs and our values become the 
habits that comprise our character. #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

dapancost:  RT @scedmonds: A9: I believe character is our soul made visible. 
Character is how we act, moment to moment, with others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @Encouraging: A1 Character is our "moral compass" and 
other things too. #LeadFromWithin  

8:04 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A2: ?Moral or ethical quality: a man of fine, honorable 
character.? #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

lynnfishman:  A1. Character is the most inside part of ourself ? our motives 
inclinations & passions.#leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  Awesome! RT @MagneticSilvia: A9: Character is what 
differentiates you from others. Its who you are. #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: Our beliefs and our values become the 
habits that comprise our character. #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

heart_path:  RT @helenantholis: RT @scedmonds: A9: I believe character is 
our soul made visible. Character is how we act, moment to 
moment, with others. #leadfromwithin  



8:04 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  #character those special ways a person feels, believes, acts that 
are unique 2 them good or bad #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

scedmonds:  Love this! RT @Cybuhr: A9: Our inner self revealed. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: A9: I believe character is our soul made visible. 
Character is how we act, moment to moment, with others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: ?Qualities of honesty, courage, or the like; integrity: It takes 
character to face up to a bully.? #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: the complex of mental and ethical traits marking a person. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

ENBdavies:  #LeadFromWithin A1 intrinsically immutable whom you are.  

8:04 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A1 character is who you are when all the trappings are gone-who 
u really are when no one is looking..#leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES! RT @lynnfishman: A1. Character is the most inside part of 
ourself ? our motives inclinations & passions. #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: the complex of mental and ethical traits 
marking a person. #LeadFromWithin  

8:04 
am  

dapancost:  RT @thehealthmaven: A1 character is who you are when all the 
trappings are gone-who u really are when no one is 
looking..#leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: A9: It' s the accumulation of thoughts, values, 
words and actions. #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: Love this! RT @Cybuhr: A9: Our inner self 
revealed. #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @StrategicMonk: A9: I think character is one's ability to learn 
from adversity or "mistakes." #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: Tonight we begin with: Q9: What is 
character? #leadfromwithin  

8:04 
am  

heart_path:  Character is the soul revealed in our personhood. #leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

ENBdavies:  #LeadFromWithin A1 your energetic human to human fingerprint 
your spiritual DNA  

8:05 
am  

Defendsfreedom2:  Character is a combination of your moral compass and the 
determination to succeed. #leadfromwithin #leadership #quote  

8:05 
am  

ituparanormal:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: Our beliefs and our values become the 
habits that comprise our character. #leadfromwithin  



8:05 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @thehealthmaven: A1 character is who you are when all the 
trappings are gone-who u really are when no one is 
looking..#leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  probably how we Act is real measure of our true #character 
#leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

YasserManiram:  RT @lollydaskal: YES! RT @lynnfishman: A1. Character is the 
most inside part of ourself ? our motives inclinations & passions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A2: My take: character is what makes you pull difficult things 
through but will also get you in trouble on your dark side. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A9: Character is what differentiates you 
from others. It's who you are. #leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @ENBdavies: #LeadFromWithin A1 your energetic human to 
human fingerprint your spiritual DNA #leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

dapancost:  A9: Character does what is right in spite external pressure 
#leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @Encouraging: A1 Character is our 
"moral compass" and other things too. #leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: our #character determines our legacy #leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

Encouraging:  Our inner self revealed is personality... hopefully it represents 
character! #leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

Simon_GB:  A9:its something to build through your life, to add to, stabilize 
you #leadfromwithin  

8:05 
am  

scedmonds:  FAB >> RT @heart_path: Character is the soul revealed in our 
personhood. #leadfromwithin  

8:06 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @dapancost: RT @thehealthmaven: A1 character is who you 
are when all the trappings are gone-who u really are when no one 
is looking..#leadfromwithin  

8:06 
am  

ENBdavies:  #LeadFromWithin A1 your universal frequencies, your energy 
that speaks beyond and within all the senses without speaking 
even..  

8:06 
am  

mark_newton:  A9: Character: What we do when we think no one is looking 
#leadfromwithin  

8:06 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @StrategicMonk: A9: I think character is one's ability to learn 
from adversity or "mistakes." #leadfromwithin  

8:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  Stunning> RT @heart_path: Character is the soul revealed in our 
personhood. #leadfromwithin  



8:06 
am  

john_paul:  Hello everyone - sorry i am late - happy to be here. :) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:06 
am  

mccellarangel:  A. Character is who you are and what you have when all pretense 
or artifact is stripped away. It is what you project/become. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:06 
am  

__Sharrie:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: our #character determines our legacy 
#leadfromwithin  

8:06 
am  

heart_path:  Thx Chris and Lolly! #leadfromwithin  

8:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  We move on to Q2: What are the requirements for character 
building? #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

heart_path:  @John_Paul Welcome! #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

StrategicMonk:  I think that @John_Paul is a real character! #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

john_paul:  RT @scedmonds FAB >> @heart_path: Character is the soul 
revealed in our personhood. #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

dapancost:  RT @LollyDaskal: A9: our #character determines our legacy 
#leadfromwithin (I really like that)  

8:07 
am  

scedmonds:  SO TRUE. The core, in some, is revealed. RT @martijnsjoorda: 
My take: character can get you in trouble on your dark side. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @mark_newton: A9: Character: What we do when we think 
no one is looking #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A9: You need a willingness to look at yourself through the eyes 
of the challenge or challenger you face. #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @dapancost: RT @LollyDaskal: A9: our #character 
determines our legacy #leadfromwithin (I really like that)  

8:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES AGREE! RT @StrategicMonk: I think that @John_Paul is a 
real character! #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

JFeskorn:  RT @JFeskorn: Character: what we do when our heart says it's 
right and society says different #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @Defendsfreedom2: Character is a combination omoral 
compass+determination to succeed. #leadfromwithin #leadership 
#quote #leadfromwithin  

8:07 
am  

Encouraging:  A2 Having mentors and role models. #leadfromwithin  

8:07 earthliz:  Q2: intention is important to character building #leadfromwithin  



am  

8:08 
am  

john_paul:  @StrategicMonk I think that @John_Paul is a real character! < 
haha! True - quite one! ;) #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

Sukifabrics:  RT @lollydaskal: YES AGREE! RT @StrategicMonk: I think 
that @John_Paul is a real character! #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A2: You can start over most of the time. #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

twiry:  RT @lollydaskal: So happy you are joining us RT 
@Encouraging: Greetings, everyone! Im new to this 
#LeadFromWithin #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

Steveriege:  A2: knowing your "core"...why you are on this earth. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: character building requirement is respect and responsibility 
#leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  the basis of R TRUE #character are R deep-seeded VALUES that 
inform how we behave in consistent ways #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

scedmonds:  There's a boat load of 'em here! RT @lollydaskal: YES AGREE! 
RT @StrategicMonk: I think that @John_Paul is a real character! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  A1 : character is what make you differ from others, and stand out 
as a leader #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

earthliz:  D'oh A2: Intention is important to character building. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

mark_newton:  A9: Character: It's what others know they can count on in/from 
you regardless of circumstances #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: character building requirement is courage and compassion 
#leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal: We move on to Q2: What are the requirements 
for character building? #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

heart_path:  . Our character is shaped by our inner response to the outer world. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

dapancost:  A2: Serious introspection is required for good character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @lollydaskal: A2: character building requirement is respect 
and responsibility #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: character building requirement is leadership and love 
#leadfromwithin  



8:08 
am  

john_paul:  A2: Integrity, if it hasn't been mentioned #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

Simon_GB:  A2: humility, humility,humility #leadfromwithin  

8:08 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: Then you have a chance to build character, in the sense of 
growing, as opposed to growing your stubbornness. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

mccellarangel:  A2. Unwavering commitment, solid core beliefs, repeated, 
consistent actions/small steps, every single day. #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

jahbalon:  RT @lollydaskal: A2: character building requirement is courage 
and compassion #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: character building requirement is respect 
and responsibility #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

Encouraging:  A healthy religious understanding can help with character 
formation. #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

helenantholis:  A high level of maturity and integrity. RT @lollydaskal:Q2: What 
are the requirements for character building? #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @dapancost A9: Character does what is right in spite external 
pressure #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

dapancost:  RT @Simon_GB: A2: humility, humility,humility 
#leadfromwithin (what simon said. ) :-)  

8:09 
am  

StrategicMonk:  I think that challenges, or struggles, or at least growth are keys to 
character building. #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A4: If you entrench yourself in blaming the world, others or 
yourself, you cannot grow. #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  amen AMEN amen! RT @Simon_GB: A2: humility, 
humility,humility #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

Cybuhr:  A2: Knowing who we are, Being who we are, Doing based on 
who we are. #LeadFromWithin  

8:09 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: amen AMEN amen! RT @Simon_GB: A2: 
humility, humility,humility #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: To build character, I must be open to how others perceive my 
behavior/actions. My intentions may not be seen! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @heart_path: . Our character is shaped by our inner response 
to the outer world. #LeadFromWithin  

8:09 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: A2: To build character, I must be open to how 
others perceive my behavior/actions. My intentions may not be 



seen! #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

My_WebEvent:  Hello Everyone! This is Steph with My_WebEvent. Sorry I'm 
late! Looking forward to tonight's #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @heart_path . Our character is shaped by our inner response 
to the outer world. #leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

Sukifabrics:  RT @lollydaskal: A2: character building requirement is courage 
and compassion #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @mark_newton: A9: Character: It's what others know they 
can count on in/from you regardless of circumstances 
#leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

earthliz:  This! RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: If you entrench yourself in 
blaming the world, others or yourself, you cannot grow. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

Steveriege:  humble #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @lollydaskal: amen AMEN amen! RT @Simon_GB: A2: 
humility, humility,humility #leadfromwithin  

8:09 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A2: authenticity, change, growth, love #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: character building requirement is forgiveness and forging 
inward. #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

mark_newton:  A2: Knowing what you believe and making that your foundation 
#leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

dapancost:  @My_WebEvent Welcome, Steph. Glad you could make it. :-) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

ENBdavies:  Q2 #LeadFromWithin - A2 authenticity, genuineness, Love living 
#wholeheartedly, to assure you are expressing your inner you-
ness  

8:10 
am  

dmerchant89:  #leadfromwithin Q2 I would say hard work, trust and honesty  

8:10 
am  

lynnfishman:  Q2. Develop perspective in character building. Stand outside your 
experience so you can moderate & direct your actions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @Cybuhr: A2: Knowing who we are, Being who we are, 
Doing based on who we are. #LeadFromWithin  

8:10 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @Cybuhr: RT @heart_path: . Our character is shaped by our 
inner response to the outer world. #leadfromwithin  

8:10 lollydaskal:  YES! RT @Steveriege: humble #leadfromwithin  



am  

8:10 
am  

heart_path:  @scedmonds How true! We must be open to how others perceive 
us! #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @earthliz thank you! #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Encouraging @heart_path . Our character is shaped by our 
inner response to the outer world. #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

dapancost:  RT @mark_newton: A2: Knowing what you believe and making 
that your foundation #leadfromwithin (Very true!)  

8:10 
am  

earthliz:  @My_WebEvent Nice to see you again! I was just telling my 
colleague about your service today. :D #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A2 requirements - most certainly, humility, something you cannot 
buy...#leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: character building requirement is to let go of all grudges, 
resentment and bitterness including anger. #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  a2 sometimes getting caught with your hand in the cookie jar will 
help build character. #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: To build character, I must observe not only my actions but 
others' REACTIONS to my actions. #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

OnStageKimberly:  RT @scedmonds: A9: I believe character is our soul made visible. 
Character is how we act, moment to moment, with others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A2: When you are willing to do deep work to discover the 
patterns behind your character, you can break through 
dysfunction. #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Yes! RT @Simon_GB: A2: humility, humility,humility 
#leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

heart_path:  Yes. RT @scedmonds: A2: To build character, I must observe not 
only my actions but others' REACTIONS to my actions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @dapancost: RT @mark_newton: A2: Knowing what you 
believe and making that your foundation #leadfromwithin (Very 
true!) #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

scedmonds:  Nice! RT @mark_newton: A2: Knowing what you believe and 
making that your foundation #leadfromwithin  

8:10 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A1 character-what we have come2be as result of discovering 
what is ours2do & doing it-what is not ours to do & not doing it 
#leadfromwithin  



8:11 
am  

Encouraging:  A2 Lolly, perhaps the capacity for forgiveness IS a character trait. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

Steveriege:  A2: Freedom to fail develops character #leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Encouraging: A2 Lolly, perhaps the capacity for 
forgiveness IS a character trait. #leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @scedmonds: A2: To build character, I must be open to 
perceptions of my behavior/actions.My intentions may not be 
seen #leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @dmerchant89: #leadfromwithin Q2 I would say hard work, 
trust and honesty  

8:11 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @ENBdavies: Q2 #LeadFromWithin - A2 authenticity, 
genuineness, Love living #wholeheartedly, to assure yo? (cont) 
http://deck.ly/~utAtc  

8:11 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @scedmonds: A2: I must be open to how others perceive my 
behavior/actions. My intentions may not be seen! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @Steveriege: A2: Freedom to fail develops character 
#leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @John_Paul: RT @Encouraging @heart_path . Our character 
is shaped by our inner response to the outer world. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

affiliatetips:  RT @Encouraging: A2 Lolly, perhaps the capacity for 
forgiveness IS a character trait. #leadfromwithin :)))  

8:11 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  a2, not taking the easy path, for that makes rivers and men 
crooked. #leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @dapancost Thanks so much! Looking forward to the chat! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

scedmonds:  BRILLIANT. RT @martijnsjoorda: A2: When you are willing to 
do deep work . . . you can break through dysfunction. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:11 
am  

dapancost:  Character building comes from a commitment to living out your 
truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @scedmonds: A2: To build character, I must observe not only 
my actions but others REACTIONS to my actions. perceptions 
#leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

scedmonds:  Superb! RT @Steveriege: A2: Freedom to fail develops character 
#leadfromwithin  

8:12 john_paul:  RT @Anita423 @LollyDaskal: A2: character building 



am  requirement is courage and compassion #leadfromwithin? which 
come from ... #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @earthliz Thanks so much! Let me know if you have questions:) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

heart_path:  YES! Excellent! RT @dapancost: Character building comes from 
a commitment to living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

mhelicious:  RT @KnowledgeBishop: This pressure and darkness is only your 
cocoon: Soon, you'll soar over trails you once crawled. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES RT @affiliatetips: RT @Encouraging: A2 Lolly, perhaps the 
capacity for forgiveness IS a character trait. #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @StrategicMonk: RT @Steveriege: A2: Freedom to fail 
develops character #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @dapancost: Character building comes from a commitment to 
living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: a2, not taking the easy path, for that 
makes rivers and men crooked. #LeadFromWithin  

8:12 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A1 A1 Character-sum total of all that we have become&presently 
are-our substance manifest in thoughts, feelings, acts, ideas 
#leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @affiliatetips @Encouraging yes it is... #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

Simon_GB:  encore RT@scedmonds A2: To build character, I must observe 
not only my actions but others' REACTIONS to my actions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @dapancost: Character building comes from a commitment to 
living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

chyn_belle:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: character building requirement is 
leadership and love #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  @martijnsjoorda maybe we ALL move towards evolving frm R 
individual #character 2 our Universal 1 Same Spirit 
#leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @dapancost Character building comes from a commitment to 
living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: Superb! RT @Steveriege: A2: Freedom to fail 
develops character #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

My_WebEvent:  LOVE THIS> RT @dapancost: Character building comes from a 
commitment to living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  



8:12 
am  

scedmonds:  ECHO! RT @heart_path: YES! Excellent! RT @dapancost: 
Character building comes from a commitment to living out your 
truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:12 
am  

Steveriege:  @lollydaskal @dapancost living out truth comes from knowing 
your core of existence #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

john_paul:  wow there is some really great thoughts and hearts in this group - 
characters everyone of them. #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

dapancost:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @scedmonds: Superb! RT @Steveriege: 
A2: Freedom to fail develops character #leadfromwithin (Nice! 
and true)  

8:13 
am  

chyn_belle:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: character building requirement is respect 
and responsibility #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

heart_path:  RT @chyn_belle: RT @LollyDaskal: A2: character building 
requirement is respect and responsibility #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

AFC_Accounting:  RT @LollyDaskal:YES @affiliatetips: RT @Encouraging: A2 
Lolly, perhaps the capacity for forgiveness IS a character trait. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

fadedoctor:  To lead I must be willing to follow good advice of those I'm 
responsible of leading #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A2: I think that acknowledging mistakes builds character. Asking 
for forgiveness. #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

My_WebEvent:  THAT'S GOOD> RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: Superb! 
RT @Steveriege: A2: Freedom to fail develops character 
#leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

lollydaskal:  HEADS UP: Q3: Do you think you can change your character? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

heart_path:  RT @StrategicMonk: A2: I think that acknowledging mistakes 
builds character. Asking for forgiveness. #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

Encouraging:  Sure glad there's going to be a transcript! Wow!!! Lots of clear 
thinking here. :) #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @dapancost: RT @LollyDaskal: RT @scedmonds: Superb! 
RT @Steveriege: A2: Freedom to fail develops character 
#leadfromwithin (Nice! and true)  

8:13 
am  

Sukifabrics:  RT @lollydaskal: YES RT @affiliatetips: RT @Encouraging: A2 
Lolly, perhaps the capacity for forgiveness IS a character trait. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

chyn_belle:  RT @LollyDaskal: We move on to Q2: What are the 
requirements for character building? #leadfromwithin"  

8:13 YOUCANPREVAIL:  RT @LollyDaskal: YES! RT @Steveriege: 



am  humble«««ALWAYS..... #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

drbriang:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @dapancost: Character building comes 
from a commitment to living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

dapancost:  @John_Paul And we think you're pretty great too. :-) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

scedmonds:  HUGE. RT @StrategicMonk: A2: I think that acknowledging 
mistakes builds character. Asking for forgiveness. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  You won't know your own character until your beliefs are tested. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @StrategicMonk: A2: I think that acknowledging mistakes 
builds character. Asking for forgiveness. #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

ediegalley:  RT @Encouraging: RT @dapancost Character building comes 
from a commitment to living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

YOUCANPREVAIL:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: character building requirement is to let go 
of all grudges, resentment and bitterness including anger. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:13 
am  

heart_path:  Adversity and challenge can shape and influence out character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

dapancost:  RT @scedmonds: HUGE. RT @StrategicMonk: A2: I think that 
acknowledging mistakes builds character. Asking for forgiveness. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

Steveriege:  Huge! RT @StrategicMonk: A2: I think that acknowledging 
mistakes builds character. Asking for forgiveness. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: You cannot change your past, you can learn to understand it 
and change your behavior. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

scedmonds:  These folks think FAST. RT @Encouraging: Sure glad theres 
going to be a transcript! Wow!!! Lots of clear thinking here. :) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @dapancost: Character building comes 
from a commitment to living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

john_paul:  Q3: Do you think you can change your character? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

RRDOUBLEUU:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: Our beliefs and our values become the 
habits that comprise our character. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: HEADS UP: Q3: Do you think you can 
change your character? #leadfromwithin  



8:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: There is always room for reflection and renewal and 
rediscovery of our best self. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

lynnfishman:  A2 Building character takes courage & humility. Learn how to be 
passionate & objective at the same time. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: There is always room for reflection and 
renewal and rediscovery of our best self. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

NNConsulting:  RT @Encouraging: RT @dapancost Character building comes 
from a commitment to living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

Encouraging:  A3 Yes, at any stage of life! #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  shows it also! RT @StrategicMonk: A2: I think that 
acknowledging mistakes builds character. Asking for forgiveness. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

earthliz:  A3: Yes! You need new habits and commitments to change your 
character. It's hard, but it can be done! #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: I wonder if my truth may get in the way of me serving others 
well . . . I think that's true. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A2 I love the saying "Charactier is doing what you should when 
others aren't looking" (or something like that...) #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: "I know my bad character traits intimately. They sit outside 
my bedroom. I bow respectfully then get on with my day.? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

dapancost:  A3: Yes it is possible to change your character if you are will the 
do the hard work necessary. #leadfromwithin  

8:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: We are always evolving learning and growing that is life. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

Grace_333:  ?@scedmonds: Superb! RT @Steveriege: A2: Freedom to fail 
develops character <-- yes!!! Not folding in the face of failure 
#leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: We are always evolving learning and 
growing that is life. #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: There is always room for reflection and 
renewal and rediscovery of our best self. #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

Steveriege:  A3: past behavior predicts future behavior? #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A3: You can build character, is that the same as changing 
character? #leadfromwithin  

8:15 chyn_belle:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: There is always room for reflection and 



am  renewal and rediscovery of our best self. #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A3: Yes! There's always room for growth and improvement. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: You cannot change your past, you can 
learn to understand it and change your behavior. #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

john_paul:  A3: Character is an intrinsic part of oneself - subject to growth. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

JKWleadership:  We build character by admitting our mistakes, celebrating the 
success of others and owning up to both A2 #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

mccellarangel:  If memory serves, the Latin definition of character relates to 
"chisel from stone, carve out". We must create it from w/in 
#leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: learning social skills can teach you new behavior and creating 
new character #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

Encouraging:  A3 You have the freedom to become the very best you that you 
can be! Always!!! :) #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

Burdoc:  What is life on earth for if not to change/build character? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: Find people who are radically different from you and create 
your own circle of challengers. #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: One can change their character with insight (lovingly 
provided) that behaviors are not serving others at present! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

mark_newton:  A3: Not without outside influences/role models... and desire to 
change #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES! RT @Steveriege: A3: past behavior predicts future 
behavior! #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

YOUCANPREVAIL:  RT @John_Paul: wow there is some really great thoughts and 
hearts in this group - characters everyone of them. «««TRUE...... 
#leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

dapancost:  RT @Encouraging: A3 You have the freedom to become the very 
best you that you can be! Always!!! :) #leadfromwithin 
(Absolutely!)  

8:15 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  a3 If you aren't growing and testing your self, you are dying and 
losing your self. #leadfromwithin  

8:15 
am  

waynemcevilly:  short answer Yes! @John_Paul Q3: Do you think you can change 
your character? #leadfromwithin  

8:16 thehealthmaven:  A3 - yes, choices..it's up to the individual to choose the right 



am  things everyday #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  ALWAYS! RT @Encouraging: A3 You have the freedom to 
become the very best you that you can be! #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: Create your personal practice (5 mins.) to greet and close the 
day. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @StrategicMonk: A3: You can build character, is that the 
same as changing character? yes, building upon character 
#leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A3: Our character is being formed as we go through life, 
especially tough situations. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: We are always evolving learning and 
growing. #leadfromwithin Why would you say that some evolve 
more than others?  

8:16 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: a3 If you arent growing and testing your 
self, you are dying and losing your self. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

adventureSondra:  RT @mark_newton: A2: Knowing what you believe and making 
that your foundation #leadfromwithin (Very true!) 
#leadfromwithin?  

8:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: Find people who are radically different 
from you and create your own circle of challengers. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

lynnfishman:  A3 Growth is non-ending. You always have the ability to change 
your capacity to feel, think & act. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: I don't think I can change my character if I view it from only 
my perspective. I have to invite others' views of me. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

helenantholis:  You can develop it but the change needs to be your belief. RT 
@lollydaskal:Q3: Do you think you can change your character? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: What you do will change you. What you fail to do as well. 
What you think ultimately won?t. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A3: Our character is being formed as we 
go through life, especially tough situations. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @Burdoc What is life on earth for if not to change/build 
character? < Love it! #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

mark_newton:  RT @scedmonds: A3: I don't think I can change my character if I 
view it from only my perspective. I have to invite others' views of 
me. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 YOUCANPREVAIL:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: There is always room for reflection and 



am  renewal and rediscovery of our best self. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

earthliz:  This is so hard for me! RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: Create your 
personal practice (5 mins.) to greet and close the day. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

chyn_belle:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: You cannot change your past, you can 
learn to understand it and change your behavior. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

dapancost:  A3: changing character requires brutal honesty and self-
awareness #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A3: Our character is being formed as we 
go through life, especially tough situations. #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

heart_path:  RT @dapancost: A3: changing character requires brutal honesty 
and self-awareness #leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A3 By a divine grace one sometimes discovers in his life a 
necessity to change his character, and it is done. #Wayne2Wayne 
#leadfromwithin  

8:16 
am  

Simon_GB:  A3: If you do not change, build, learn to modify character you are 
headed in the wrong direction #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

careerpioneer:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @MagneticSilvia: A3: Our character is 
being formed as we go through life, especially tough situations. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: There is NOTHING like learning you've made a big mistake 
that hurt others to inspire character refinement. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  But if you can die to yourself in service, you will gain freedom. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

Maestro389:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @MagneticSilvia: A3: Our character is 
being formed as we go through life, especially tough situations. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

Steveriege:  a3: but can you change the perceptions of others? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

ellenfweber:  @dapancost Would you agree that change can also be playful and 
light! #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

wytchwhisper:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: You cannot change 
your past, you can learn to understand it and change your 
behavior. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

YOUCANPREVAIL:  RT @LollyDaskal: ALWAYS! RT @Encouraging: A3 You have 
the freedom to become the very best you that you can be! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

john_paul:  RT @mccellarangel If memory serves, Latin definition of 
character relates "chisel from stone, carve out". We must create... 



#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

adventureSondra:  Grateful #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

TraceyCJones:  RT @jkwleadership: We build character by admitting our 
mistakes, celebrating the success of others and owning up to both 
A2 #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

tremendousbooks:  RT @jkwleadership: We build character by admitting our 
mistakes, celebrating the success of others and owning up to both 
A2 #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  so true! RT @dapancost: A3: changing character requires brutal 
honesty and self-awareness #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

lynnfishman:  @MagneticSilvia So true! Our character is being formed as we go 
through life, especially tough situations. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

JasonWomack:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: We are always evolving learning and 
growing that is life. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

RussThoman:  RT @JKWleadership: We build character by admitting our 
mistakes, celebrating the success of others and owning up to both 
A2 #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: Not doing something you resist will cost you much more 
energy than just doing it. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

chyn_belle:  RT @LollyDaskal: ALWAYS! RT @Encouraging: A3 You have 
the freedom to become the very best you that you can be! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A3: Also others influence us whether we recognize it or not. It's 
important to chose friends wisely. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

mccellarangel:  A3. Hmmm, perhaps. You either have character, or are in the 
process of developing stronger character. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

StrategicMonk:  Growing up in Wisconsin, I was told over and over that cold 
winters build character. Now, I live in Pasadena. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

dapancost:  RT @scedmonds: A3: There is NOTHING like learning you've 
made a big mistake that hurt others to inspire character 
refinement.#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

linktrap:  I like this RT @LollyDaskal: so true! RT @dapancost: A3: 
changing character requires brutal honesty and self-awareness 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @John_Paul: A3: Character is an intrinsic part of oneself - 
subject to growth. #leadfromwithin It's called intrapersonal 
intelligence :-)  

8:17 Wikkistix:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: learning social skills can teach you new 



am  behavior and creating new character #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  Drowning! RT @Simon_GB: A3: If you do not change, build, 
learn to modify character u are headed in the wrong direction 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

Encouraging:  A3 I think a character needs a context of safety, love, and 
acceptance in order to grow. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @mccellarangel: A3. Hmmm, perhaps. You either have 
character, or are in the process of developing stronger character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

john_paul:  Changing character means knowing who you are, being awake. - 
aware. #leadfromwithin  

8:17 
am  

lynnfishman:  @dapancost changing character requires brutal honesty and self-
awareness #leadfromwithin- That is good!  

8:18 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @scedmonds: A3: One can change their character with insight 
(lovingly provided) that behaviors are not serving others at 
present! #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

Burdoc:  your own circle of challengers needs to be more than just 
different #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

YOUCANPREVAIL:  RT @LollyDaskal: so true! RT @dapancost: A3: changing 
character requires brutal honesty and self-awareness 
#leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A3 It is an inherent trait of our being human that we possess the 
God-given power to change our own character. #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

MullenAR:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: Find people who are 
radically different from you and create your own circle of 
challengers. #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A3: Stop kidding yourself (all of the above he said loudly to 
himself as well!) #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q4: Does it always require pain to build character? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  @StrategicMonk LOL, I believe it didn't stop you from 
improvement. #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  LOL, RT @StrategicMonk: Growing up in Wis,I was told over & 
over that cold winters build character. Now, I live in Pasadena. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

heart_path:  Yes - we must be self-aware. RT @John_Paul: Changing 
character means knowing who you are, being awake. - aware. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:18 MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q4: Does it always require pain to build 



am  character? #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

scedmonds:  That's very cool! RT @john_paul: RT @mccellarangel Latin 
definition of character relates "chisel from stone, carve out". 
#leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @Burdoc tell me more.. #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

JKWleadership:  Anyone can change their character IF they choose to. How we 
live is a conscious choice. A3 #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

ellenfweber:  @JKWleadership Love the suggestion to accept success of others. 
Would you agree we can also support that daily! #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

sweatymama:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: You cannot change 
your past, you can learn to understand it and change your 
behavior. #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @LollyDaskal: so true! RT @dapancost: A3: changing 
character requires brutal honesty and self-awareness 
#leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

SophieHABSfan:  RT @lollydaskal: Q4: Does it always require pain to build 
character? #leadfromwithin  

8:18 
am  

fadedoctor:  Bad character is like a flat tire, you'll never get anywhere unless 
you change it! #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

PIE_Innovation:  WOW! Very true. RT @lollydaskal &@dapancost: A3: changing 
character requires brutal honesty and self-awareness 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

sweatymama:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: We are always evolving learning and 
growing that is life. #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

Encouraging:  A4 "Growing pains." #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A4: Sadly, for most people it often does. People rather stick to 
what they know, regardless of the pain they suffer. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

Wikkistix:  Tiwtter/Facebook Users - Don't forget! 25% Off Total Order. 
Enter code #MB24. http://www.wikkistix.com. #weteach 
#leadfromwithin #ece  

8:19 
am  

heart_path:  Q4 - No, but so often pain is a great motivator for doing so. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

Steveriege:  a4: "no pain no gain" as they say, but you need to do something 
with the pain to grow. #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

dapancost:  A4: No, but pain often accompanies the process of change. Kinda 
natural. #leadfromwithin  



8:19 
am  

ENBdavies:  RT @PIE_Innovation: WOW! Very true. RT @lollydaskal 
&@dapancost: A3: changing character requires brutal honesty 
and self-awareness #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

john_paul:  Hi Ellen! > It's called intrapersonal intelligence :-) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: We have no right to ask when pain comes "why did this 
happen" unless we ask the same question every time joy appears. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A4: Just what I was wondering! I think it requires growth and 
learning, which can often be painful; at least challenging. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  a4: The deeper the pattern or pain, the more people tend to hold 
on. #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

Simon_GB:  so true! RT @ LollyDaskal @dapancost: changing character 
requires brutal honesty and self-awareness:& is character building 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: My moments of clarity regarding character "refinement" have 
not been easy. They've been difficult reflections. #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @lollydaskal A4, no, but how we handle pain tells us who we are 
& where we are going #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

ellenfweber:  @LollyDaskal What would you say changes the prediction most -
- from a bad past to a finer future? #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

mark_newton:  A4: It requires failures - the pain varies in how you view the 
failure #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: a life without pain is a classroom without lessons 
#leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

earthliz:  A4: Changing and building on character is challenging, but I 
wouldn't say painful. #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

lynnfishman:  A4. Yes character building is not always easy- the good news is- 
its effects become cumulative. #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

helenantholis:  So true! RT @Steveriege: a4: "no pain no gain" as they say, but 
you need to do something with the pain to grow. #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

john_paul:  Hey Thomas great to see yo man! #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

johndurso:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: You cannot change 
your past, you can learn to understand it and change your 
behavior. #leadfromwithin  

8:19 
am  

maryeulrich:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: a life without pain is a classroom without 
lessons #leadfromwithin  



8:20 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A3 But I also believe that the power we have to change our 
character is a power greater than ourselves. #leadfromwithin 
#Wayne2Wayne  

8:20 
am  

kitgibbs:  RT @scedmonds: A3: I don't think I can change my character if I 
view it from only my perspective. I have to invite others' views of 
me. #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: If acting on my character erodes trust & respect of others, 
that causes my heart pain. #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: Adversity builds character. #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

Cybuhr:  A4: It requires an awareness of a need to change. By constant 
assessment of our world and our selves pain is not necessary. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:20 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A4: "In order for the light to shine in, the darkness must present? 
? Sir Francis Bacon #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

dapancost:  RT @mark_newton: A4: It requires failures - the pain varies in 
how you view the failure #leadfromwithin (great point!)  

8:20 
am  

JKWleadership:  No pain no gain is a myth. Character development does not have 
to be painful - though some experiences may be A4 
#leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

djjamad:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: a life without pain is a classroom without 
lessons #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

earthliz:  RT @lynnfishman: A4. Yes character building is not always 
easy- the good news is- its effects become cumulative. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

waynemcevilly:  I say #Wayne2Wayne to make it clear that I am not preaching, 
merely trying to find my own way. #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

dapancost:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: Adversity builds character. 
#leadfromwithin (yes it does)  

8:20 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @helenantholis: So true! RT @Steveriege: a4: "no pain no 
gain" as they say, but you need to do something with the pain to 
grow. #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  SO TRUE! RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: "In order for the light to 
shine in, the darkness must present? ? Sir Francis Bacon 
#leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A4 : ?Forget your perfect offering. There is a crack in everything. 
That?s where the light shines in.? - Leonard Cohen 
#leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: "In order for the light to shine in, the 
darkness must present? ? Sir Francis Bacon #leadfromwithin  



8:20 
am  

bennyrachmadin:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @martijnsjoorda: A3: Find people who are 
radically different from you and create your own circle of 
challengers. #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

heart_path:  Absolutely. And adversity is often painful. RT @LollyDaskal: 
A4: Adversity builds character. #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

Starbucker:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: a life without pain is a classroom without 
lessons #leadfromwithin (so right about that Lolly!)  

8:20 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A3 Learning from life as well as learning from others helps us 
build character. #leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

ShennandoahDiaz:  @LollyDaskal A4: Not necessarily pain but discomfort/a 
challenge. You have to push yourself beyond your comfort zone 
#leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  A4 Does a butterfly experience pain emerging from a cocoon? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:20 
am  

Cybuhr:  A4: It's not the pain so much as our reaction to the pain that builds 
character. #LeadFromWithin  

8:21 
am  

Burdoc:  Pain is a powerful but not the only motivator, although Love is 
better to avoid pain would be painful #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  WELCOME joan! @JKWleadership #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

ellenfweber:  @scedmonds Would U agree that people who lack inner IQ rarely 
see they hurt others - since that is already their lack? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal A4: We have no right to ask when pain comes 
"why did this happen" unless we ask the same.. time joy appears. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A4: You always have a choice. What drives it, determines the 
outcome. What guides you? Love or fear? #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: Don?t try to avoid pain because it will find you anyway 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: SO TRUE! RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: "In order 
for the light to shine in, the darkness must present? ? Sir Francis 
Bacon #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @LollyDaskal A3: There is always room for reflection and 
renewal and rediscovery of our best self. #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

mccellarangel:  A4 No! When practiced daily, consistently, the periods of 
difficulty or challange will become more spread out. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 dazydaywriter:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: We have no right to ask when pain comes 



am  "why did this happen" unless we ask the same question every time 
joy appears. #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

TB732:  A4: No, It requires awareness. #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

ENBdavies:  RT @scedmonds: A4: If acting on my character erodes trust & 
respect of others, that causes my heart pain. #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A4 Sometimes the smallest steps ? just daring to play ? create big 
change. No pain involved. #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

mikesipplejr:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: We have no right to ask when pain comes 
"why did this happen" unless we ask the same question every time 
joy appears. #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

heart_path:  @martijnsjoorda: A4: "In order for the light to shine in, the 
darkness must present? ? Sir Francis Bacon #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A3 I love recognizing qualities of character that I admire in others 
and then consciously working on those in myself... 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

Anita423:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: You always have a choice. What drives 
it, determines the outcome. What guides you? Love or fear? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

mikesipplejr:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: a life without pain is a classroom without 
lessons #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @LollyDaskal Yes, I do believe there exists that "best self" 
within each one of us. #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: The more you avoid pain the bigger the struggle becomes 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: Clarity re: character change typically comes from 
understanding how badly I've impacted others. #leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

lynnfishman:  @helenantholis @martijnsjoorda Self awareness IS the light. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

dapancost:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: Don?t try to avoid pain because it will 
find you anyway #leadfromwithin ( Wow. An optimist ) ;-)  

8:21 
am  

helenantholis:  And tests it as well. RT @dapancost: RT @LollyDaskal: A4: 
Adversity builds character. #leadfromwithin (yes it does) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:21 
am  

earthliz:  RT @mccellarangel ..When practiced daily, consistently, the 
periods of difficulty or challange will become more spread out. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

JKWleadership:  @lollydaskal - glad to pop in foir a bit. #leadfromwithin  



8:22 
am  

mikesipplejr:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: Adversity builds character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

john_paul:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: "In order for the light to shine in, the 
darkness must present? ? Sir Francis Bacon #leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

BGFConsultants:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: Don?t try to avoid pain because it will find 
you anyway #leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

deeon03:  I agree~! RT @LollyDaskal: A4: a life without pain is a 
classroom without lessons #leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

JFeskorn:  A4: "...if we did not sometimes taste of adversity, prosperity 
would not be so welcome." #leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

My_WebEvent:  LOVE THIS> RT @heart_path: @martijnsjoorda:"In order for 
the light to shine in, the darkness must present? Sir Francis Bacon 
#leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  light vanquishes darkness, RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: "In order for 
the light to shine in, the darkness must present? F.Bacon 
#leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @john_paul: RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: "In order for the light 
to shine in, the darkness must present? ? Sir Francis Bacon 
#leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A4: No, not always. But usually. #leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

scedmonds:  I agree, Ellen! RT @ellenfweber: @scedmonds People who lack 
inner IQ rarely see they hurt others - agree? #leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @martijnsjoorda: "I know bad traits intimately. They sit 
outside bedroom. I bow respectfully then get on with my day.? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

Cybuhr:  A4: It's more that character lessens pain than pain builds 
character. #LeadFromWithin  

8:22 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @scedmonds RT @Encouraging: Sure glad theres going to be a 
transcript! Wow!!! Lots of clear thinking here. :) #leadfromwithin  

8:22 
am  

ENBdavies:  RT @LollyDaskal LollyDaskal Lolly Daskal A4: The more you 
avoid pain the bigger the struggle becomes #leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A4 If you dare to play again it is easy. Imagine what and how 
much children learn before they are five?. #leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

Steveriege:  Join me for a #leadfromwithin TweetChat at: 
http://tweetchat.com/room/leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

maryeulrich:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: We have no right to ask when pain comes 
"why did this happen" unless we ask the same question every time 
joy appears. #leadfromwithin  



8:23 
am  

scedmonds:  Good evening, JKW! RT @JKWleadership: @lollydaskal - glad 
to pop in for a bit. #leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

TB732:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: Adversity builds character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

mikesipplejr:  Speaking of education Any Montessori taught friends out there - 
currently looking into it and curious on your thoughts 
#leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A4: I think that our pain is in proportion to how much we hold 
onto our old, false selves; the parts which need to change. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

john_paul:  A4: Life is a baptism of fire, for sure! #leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

Anita121163:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q4: Does it always require pain to build 
character? #leadfromwithin ~ unless we let go of our issues  

8:23 
am  

TB732:  RT @mark_newton: A4: It requires failures - the pain varies in 
how you view the failure #leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @scedmonds: I agree, Ellen! RT @ellenfweber: @scedmonds 
People who lack inner IQ rarely see they hurt others -agree? 
<YES #leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @scedmonds @Encouraging I'm glad we'll have a transcript too. 
Let's all share it with one another. #leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

JKWleadership:  RT @john_paul: A4: Life is a baptism of fire, for sure! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Anguish and pain is knowing what is right to do, and not doing it. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:23 
am  

dapancost:  RT @John_Paul: A4: Life is a baptism of fire, for sure! 
#leadfromwithin (It certainly can be)  

8:24 
am  

ellenfweber:  @Grace_333 Would you agree that one has to carefully cultivate 
the kind of community that allows freedom to fail. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

heart_path:  RT @StrategicMonk: A4: our pain is in proportion to how much 
we hold onto our old, false selves;parts which need to change. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

4DreamLife:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: a life without pain is a classroom without 
lessons #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

RedWineWardorbe:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A3: Our character is being formed as we 
go through life, especially tough situations. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

chyn_belle:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: a life without pain is a classroom without 
lessons #leadfromwithin  



8:24 
am  

mark_newton:  RT @StrategicMonk: A4: I think that our pain is in proportion to 
how much we hold onto our old, false selves; the parts which 
need to change. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

TB732:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: The more you avoid pain the bigger the 
struggle becomes #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @PatRobeck1ofHis Good one #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: I think, with maturity, awareness and courage, I can refine 
my character without pain. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @john_paul: A4: Life is a baptism of fire, for sure! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

TB732:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: Our beliefs and our values become the 
habits that comprise our character. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

RedWineWardorbe:  RT @MagneticSilvia: RT @John_Paul: RT @Encouraging 
@heart_path . Our character is shaped by our inner response to 
the outer world. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

dapancost:  RT @chyn_belle: RT @LollyDaskal: A4: a life without pain is a 
classroom without lessons #leadfromwithin (I like this one)  

8:24 
am  

heart_path:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: Anguish and pain is knowing what is 
right to do, and not doing it. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @chyn_belle: RT @LollyDaskal: A4: a life without pain is a 
classroom without lessons #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q5: What is a character trait that keeps people dysfunctional? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

lynnfishman:  A4. We build character from integrating, embracing & having 
compassion for various parts of ourselves. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

john_paul:  A4: We each acquire our burdens and there from seek what gives 
us joy. It is a concealed blessing. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

SamanthaUpward:  What is character? #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

waynemcevilly:  agree-even when the "situation" may seem "hopeless"! RT 
@Encouraging A3 Yes, at any stage of life! #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A4: Growing requires getting uncomfortable. #leadfromwithin  

8:24 
am  

mccellarangel:  I don't think character building requires analysis of failure. 
Especially true if you have the belief there's no such thing 
#leadfromwithin  

8:25 daSilvaArtists:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: The more you avoid pain the bigger the 



am  struggle becomes #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

scedmonds:  Great, Greg! RT @StrategicMonk: A4: I think that our pain is in 
proportion to how much we hold onto our old, false selves. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

heart_path:  Pride and fear. #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @scedmonds: A4: I think, with maturity, awareness and 
courage, I can refine my character without pain. #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

ellenfweber:  @StrategicMonk Would you agree that it varies. We build new 
habits because we get inspired. #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  a5 The build up from frustration to irritation to anger to hatred to 
rage we all have in us. #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

john_paul:  RT @scedmonds A4: I think, with maturity, awareness and 
courage, I can refine my character without pain. #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

Anita121163:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: Adversity builds character. 
#leadfromwithin #characterbuilding day  

8:25 
am  

Encouraging:  A5 Fear. #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

BGFConsultants:  RT @lollydaskal: SO TRUE! RT @martijnsjoorda: A4: "In order 
for the light to shine in, the darkness must present? ? Sir Francis 
Bacon #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @scedmonds: A4: I think, with maturity, awareness and 
courage, I can refine my character without pain. << Agreed 
#leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

Steveriege:  A5: greed #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q5: What is a character trait that keeps people 
dysfunctional? #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

lynnfishman:  @LollyDaskal A4: a life without pain is a classroom without 
lessons Very insightful Lolly! #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @lynnfishman: A4. We build character from integrating, 
embracing & having compassion for various parts of ourselves. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

mark_newton:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: a life without pain is a classroom without 
lessons #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

scedmonds:  Q5: What is a character trait that keeps people dysfunctional? (for 
@LollyDaskal) #leadfromwithin  

8:25 waynemcevilly:  RT @Encouraging RT @Burdoc What is life on earth for if not to 



am  change/build character? < Love it! #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

Burdoc:  @ellenfweber yes carefully cultivate community #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  a5 Disconnectedness from self, therewith from others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

milouness:  RT @scedmonds: Great, Greg! RT @StrategicMonk: A4: I think 
that our pain is in proportion to how much we hold onto our old, 
false selves. #leadfromwithin  

8:25 
am  

Grace_333:  @LollyDaskal A5: laziness #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

dapancost:  A5: What keeps people dysfunctional - living without self-
awareness #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

heart_path:  Pride and fear keep people dysfunctional. Resistance to change. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

irunurun:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: Adversity builds character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

SamanthaUpward:  British schools like Eton aim to "build character". But what kind? 
Confident? Stoical? Numb? #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

ellenfweber:  @chyn_belle Agree. We also know now that we come equipped 
with mirror neurons - which make us mimic others around us. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

heart_path:  Yes! RT @martijnsjoorda: a5 Disconnectedness from self, 
therewith from others. #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

earthliz:  RT @heart_path: Pride and fear. #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: dysfunctional character has you hitting obstacles or situation 
that derails you #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

Steveriege:  A5: Fear and greed control the marketplace. Either can be bad or 
good, depending on the user #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  a5 Stubbornness #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

helenantholis:  Insecurity and lack of trust. RT @lollydaskal: Q5: What is a 
character trait that keeps people dysfunctional? #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

kathysaiful:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: There is always room for reflection and 
renewal and rediscovery of our best self. #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  a5 Arrogance. #leadfromwithin  



8:26 
am  

SamanthaUpward:  #leadfromwithin Isn't there a core we're born with?  

8:26 
am  

Cybuhr:  A5: A victim mentality. #LeadFromWithin  

8:26 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @StrategicMonk RT @john_paul: A4: Life is a baptism of 
fire, for sure! #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

Grace_333:  @LollyDaskal A5: not knowing one's one potential. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @heart_path A5 Pride and fear. #leadfromwithin  

8:26 
am  

mark_newton:  Selfishness - RT @lollydaskal: Q5: What is a character trait that 
keeps people dysfunctional? #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @john_paul @scedmonds I agree, maturity lessens our pain. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A5: Insecurity, competitiveness, perfectionism, need to control; 
#leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: dysfunctional character has you reaching great success only 
to self destruct and lose it all #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

john_paul:  Q5: What is a character trait that keeps people dysfunctional? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

earthliz:  I work so hard on this! RT @martijnsjoorda: a5 The build up 
from frustration to irritation to anger... #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

_Suspiria_:  #leadfromwithin Love yourself and love will find it's way to you.  

8:27 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Doing my taxes is a pain, does that mean I am building character 
then? #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: dysfunctional character has you hitting a performance ceiling 
that is much lower than your aptitude. #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

lynnfishman:  Q5. Fear can be dysfunctional if not recognized as a sign of 
growth in both ourselves & our work.. #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: dysfunctional character has you hitting a 
performance ceiling that is much lower than your aptitude. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

ellenfweber:  @dapancost Would you also agree we can also hold crowns over 
other's heads and wait patiently for them to grow into these? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @martijnsjoorda: a5 Disconnectedness from self, therewith 
from others. #leadfromwithin  



8:27 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: PRIDE is a huge character trait that keeps people 
dysfunctional #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

CanYouLead:  A5: being dishonest. #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @MagneticSilvia: A3: Our character is 
being formed as we go through life, especially tough situations. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

Steveriege:  yessssss...RT @martijnsjoorda: a5 Arrogance. #leadfromwithin  

8:27 
am  

earthliz:  I agree @dapancost - no self-awareness (a5) #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

john_paul:  A5: Fear, clinging on to outmoded beliefs. #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: Believing you have arrived, you are right, you are on top of 
things - very dysfunctional character traits! #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @StrategicMonk: A5: Insecurity, competitiveness, 
perfectionism, need to control; #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

lynnfishman:  Q5. Not being able to stretch ourselves past what feels 
comfortable. #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Yes, RT @mark_newton: Selfishness - RT @lollydaskal: Q5: 
What is a character trait that keeps people dysfunctional? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

ArtAppleADay:  That which does not kill us, makes us stronger! Life builds 
character if you are paying attention to what you've overcome! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

Cybuhr:  A5: Any part of our character that is inconsistent with our values. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:28 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A5: Stubbornness, unwillingness to grow. #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @lollydaskal A5 self delusion, denial - it's a ball & chain for 
some #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

earthliz:  A5: An external locus of control (vs. an internal one) also keeps 
people dysfunctional! #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @earthliz I know, it's hard isn't it! #leadfromwithin  

8:28 
am  

scedmonds:  SO TRUE, Daniel. RT @Cybuhr: A5: A victim mentality. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:29 StrategicMonk:  RT @lynnfishman: Q5. Fear can be dysfunctional if not 



am  recognized as a sign of growth in both ourselves & our work.. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

ShennandoahDiaz:  @LollyDaskal A5: Selfishness and not taking ownership for your 
life. You make your own destiny. It's not up to someone else. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

atyoursvc:  you are doing too much! #leadfromwithin | RT @LollyDaskal 
#TimeMgtTuesday  

8:29 
am  

heart_path:  RT @martijnsjoorda: @earthliz I know, it's hard isn't it! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: dysfunctional character has you hitting a 
performance ceiling that is much lower than your aptitude. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  FUNNY! RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: Doing my taxes is a pain, does 
that mean I am building character then? #leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

john_paul:  Q5: Sometimes it is a toxic same that can lead to dysfunctional 
characteristics and actions. #leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

mccellarangel:  A5. Relying on assumptive beliefs, acting on thos erroneous 
beliefs, forming new incorrect assumptions, repeat. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

waynemcevilly:  #ForHeIsLikeARefinersFire RT @chyn_belle RT @LollyDaskal: 
A4: a life without pain is a classroom without lessons 
#leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

scedmonds:  Great, Lynn! RT @lynnfishman: Q5. Fear can be dysfunctional if 
not recognized as a sign of growth in ourselves & our work. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A5: Inability to admit mistakes. #leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @Steveriege Yeah, it makes me grumble... #leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  This is a big one! RT @scedmonds: SO TRUE, Daniel. RT 
@Cybuhr: A5: A victim mentality. #leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  A5 lying to ones self. #leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

gigipett:  RT @StrategicMonk: RT @scedmonds: A4: I think, with 
maturity, awareness and courage, I can refine my character 
without pain. #leadfromwithin  

8:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  SO True! RT @Steveriege: yessssss...RT @martijnsjoorda: a5 
Arrogance. #leadfromwithin  

8:29 Encouraging:  RT @Cybuhr A5: Any part of our character that is inconsistent 



am  with our values. #leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

john_paul:  RT @StrategicMonk: A5: Insecurity, competitiveness, 
perfectionism, need to control; #leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

ENBdavies:  @LollyDaskal lying to your self A5 #LeadFromWithin -  

8:30 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Encouraging: RT @Cybuhr A5: Any part of our character 
that is inconsistent with our values. #leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

scedmonds:  Right on, Liz! RT @earthliz: A5: An external locus of control (vs. 
an internal one) also keeps people dysfunctional! #leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

BrandProtectors:  RT @MagneticSilvia: RT @John_Paul: RT @Encouraging 
@heart_path . Our character is shaped by our inner response to 
the outer world. #leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

ellenfweber:  @John_Paul Also comes from rewiring brain cells every night in 
REM sleep - to become more of what we did previous day! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

john_paul:  oops typo - shame - not same. #leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @MagneticSilvia: This is a big one! RT @scedmonds: SO 
TRUE, Daniel. RT @Cybuhr: A5: A victim mentality. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @lollydaskal @PatRobeck1ofHis If it stops you from self-
destruction... #leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @scedmonds: cool! RT @john_paul: RT @mccellarangel 
Latin definition of character relates "chisel from stone, carve out". 
#leadfromwithin  

8:30 
am  

Burdoc:  one of the greatest hinderances to growth is believing that hate is 
justified #leadfromwithin  

8:31 
am  

earthliz:  My favorite trick, @martijnsjoorda... know when you're hungry! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:31 
am  

ENBdavies:  A5 #LeadFromWithin - being selfish..  

8:31 
am  

Destinedforbeta:  #leadfromwithin we are all dysfunctional from birth. Blame 
Adam and Eve. There is a solution! Thank u Jesus!  

8:31 
am  

ENBdavies:  RT @lollydaskal: SO True! RT @Steveriege: yessssss...RT 
@martijnsjoorda: a5 Arrogance. #leadfromwithin  

8:31 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @lynnfishman @MagneticSilvia @scedmonds @Cybuhr I agree. 
Blaming self, world or others will destroy you. #leadfromwithin  

8:31 ENBdavies:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @StrategicMonk: A5: Insecurity, 



am  competitiveness, perfectionism, need to control; #leadfromwithin  

8:31 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @Burdoc: one of the greatest hinderances to growth is 
believing that hate is justified #leadfromwithin  

8:31 
am  

scedmonds:  Right! RT @Burdoc: one of the greatest hinderances to growth is 
believing that hate is justified #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

ellenfweber:  @PIE_Innovation @fadedoctor How to advise to those who 
cannot change a flat tire, &cannot change behaviour (as they see 
it) #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

sha_talia:  RT @LollyDaskal: A5: dysfunctional character has you reaching 
great success only to self destruct and lose it all #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q6 what is a character building experience? #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @StrategicMonk: RT @lynnfishman: Q5. Fear can be 
dysfunctional if not recognized as a sign of growth in both 
ourselves & our work.. #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A6 Experiences where you cannot do anything else but rethink if 
not reinvent yourself. #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @ShennandoahDiaz: @LollyDaskal A5: Selfishness and not 
taking ownership for your life. You make your own destiny. It's 
not up to someone else. #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A5 Self-loathing, from whatever source it might spring. Doubt. 
Fear. Envy. All the negative emotions are disfunctional. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A6 A life event that you conquer. #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

9:  RT @ShennandoahDiaz: @LollyDaskal A5: Selfishness and not 
taking ownership for your life. You make your own destiny. It's 
not up to someone else. #leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @martijnsjoorda: a4: Deeper the pain, more people tend to 
hold on. #leadfromwithin Connects to the amygdala - which 
needs to be tamed  

8:32 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @lollydaskal: Q6 what is a character building experience? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

vickyabhishek:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: Adversity builds character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:32 
am  

Cybuhr:  Don't get mad, get Eden. RT @Destinedforbeta: #leadfromwithin 
we are all dysfunctional from birth. Blame Adam and Eve. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:33 helenantholis:  My husband says marriage! RT @lollydaskal: Q6 what is a 



am  character building experience? #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

scedmonds:  A6: Anything that shocks us into reflection & consideration of 
alignment is character building. #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  A6: The wonderful thing about character is that its one of the few 
things in life that no one will ever take away from you 
#leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

dapancost:  A6: Experiences that test your resolve to do what's right, no 
matter what. #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

Defendsfreedom2:  A5: Ignorance - Refusal to consider adversarial perspectives is 
dangerous beyond words #leadfromwithin #leadership  

8:33 
am  

Steveriege:  Q6: humbly helping others when they did not ask, taking you out 
of your comfort zone #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A6 A life event that you conquer differently than others before. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

dapancost:  RT @scedmonds: A6: Anything that shocks us into reflection & 
consideration of alignment is character building. #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

freemarkettools:  RT @lollydaskal: A6: The wonderful thing about character is that 
its one of the few things in life that no one will ever take away 
from you #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

LaurindaB:  A6 FAILURE! #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A6 A skill or craft that you build from student to professional to 
master. #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  I agree! RT @helenantholis: My husband says marriage! RT 
@lollydaskal: Q6 what is a character building experience? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

heart_path:  RT @dapancost: RT @scedmonds: A6: Anything that shocks us 
into reflection & consideration of alignment is character building. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

waynemcevilly:  #leadfromwithin - great group tonight - let's all share the 
transcript with one another so as to continue the dialogue -  

8:33 
am  

john_paul:  @Destinedforbeta I was created whole not dysfunctional, an G-d 
said it was good. :) #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  a6 Accepting a challenge bigger than you think you can handle. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A6: Discovering that I may not be able to do everything by 
myself, and that that is a positive quality. #leadfromwithin  

8:33 ellenfweber:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A4 : ?Forget perfect offering. a crack in 



am  everything. That?s where light shines in.? - Leonard Cohen 
#leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

SophieHABSfan:  RT @lollydaskal: A6: The wonderful thing about character is that 
its one of the few things in life that no one will ever take away 
from you #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

scedmonds:  Not touching that one. @helenantholis: My husband says 
marriage! RT @lollydaskal: what is a character building 
experience? #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q6 what is a character building experience? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @LaurindaB: A6 FAILURE! #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

mccellarangel:  A6. When core beliefs are tested; when adhering to those beliefs 
you know will cause others pain/discomfort. #leadfromwithin  

8:33 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @Steveriege: Q6: humbly helping others when they did not 
ask, taking you out of your comfort zone #LeadFromWithin  

8:33 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A6 Something that asks for true grit and patience. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @My_WebEvent: A3 Learning from life as well as learning 
from others helps us build character. #leadfromwithin How so?  

8:34 
am  

lynnfishman:  A6.You build your character when you can stand outside your 
experience & learn 2 moderate & direct your actions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

dapancost:  RT @LollyDaskal: A6:The wonderful thing abt char is that its 1 
of the few things in life that no 1 will evr take away from U 
#leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

john_paul:  Q6 what is a character building experience? #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A6 certainly adversity, but also understanding that it does not last 
forever #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A6: Friendship. #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

earthliz:  A6 Meeting different people, living in new places, trying new 
things #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A6: An experience that teaches me that I can do something of 
which I have always been afraid. #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

LaurindaB:  A6 The times I've failed have been the cornerstone to growth. 
#leadfromwithin  



8:34 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A6 Yes, failure. Failing spectacularly. #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

fadedoctor:  Not learning DAILY is a character trait that keeps people 
dysfunctional because if you're NOT learning you're losing 
#leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A6 Something that asks for true grit and 
patience. #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

dapancost:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A6: Friendship. #leadfromwithin (That is a 
very wise truth)  

8:34 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @earthliz Yes #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Boot camp was! #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @lollydaskal: A6: The wonderful thing about character is that 
its one of the few things in life that no one will ever take away 
from you #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

Steveriege:  agree! RT @earthliz: A6 Meeting different people, living in new 
places, trying new things #leadfromwithin  

8:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  LOVE THIS RT @earthliz: A6 Meeting different people, living 
in new places, trying new things #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

earthliz:  Rumor has it, parenting builds character. (a6) #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

helenantholis:  With a generous spirit. RT @martijnsjoorda: A6 Something that 
asks for true grit and patience. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

Defendsfreedom2:  A6: Character building is meeting adversity, dealing with it & 
learning something about yourself & your values along the way 
#leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

scedmonds:  Nice! True friends do not let one stay in a "lousy behaving" place. 
RT @MagneticSilvia: A6: Friendship. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

waynemcevilly:  LollyDaskal RT @StrategicMonk: A5: Insecurity, 
competitiveness, perfectionism, need to control; #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

PosPositive:  Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way through it. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @dapancost: A6: Experiences that test your resolve to do 
what's right, no matter what. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

Cybuhr:  A6: Any experience in which I choose to be enriched. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:35 john_paul:  A6: Failing down, also doing the right thing - both build 



am  character. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  RT @earthliz: A6 Meeting different people, living in new places, 
trying new things #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A6: An experience where you need to let go of something you 
consider fundamental. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A6: Working without a net. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES! RT @LaurindaB: A6 The times Ive failed have been the 
cornerstone to growth. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

heart_path:  Sacrifice can be a character-building experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @earthliz Hell yeah! #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @earthliz I agree @dapancost - no self-awareness (a5) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

dapancost:  RT @martijnsjoorda: @earthliz Hell yeah! #leadfromwithin (yes 
it can)  

8:35 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  needing help with something and asking. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

john_paul:  RT @earthliz: A6 Meeting different people, living in new places, 
trying new things #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

mark_newton:  A6: failing or succeeding without missing the life lesson 
#leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

scedmonds:  YES @fadedoctor: Not learning DAILY is a character trait that 
keeps people dysfunctional; if youre NOT learning youre losing 
#leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

Steveriege:  spectacularly...say it loud and proud! RT @martijnsjoorda: A6 
Yes, failure. Failing spectacularly. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

My_WebEvent:  THAT'S GREAT> RT @lollydaskal: LOVE THIS RT @earthliz: 
A6 Meeting different people, living in new places, trying new 
things #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

Cybuhr:  Does it ever! RT @earthliz: Rumor has it, parenting builds 
character. (a6) #LeadFromWithin  

8:35 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A6: An experience where you need to let go 
of something you consider fundamental. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

Burdoc:  RT @scedmonds: Nice! True friends do not let one stay in a 
"lousy behaving" place. RT @MagneticSilvia: A6: Friendship. 
#leadfromwithin  



8:35 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @StrategicMonk: A6: Working without a net. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

fotochant:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

elleelleven:  RT @Encouraging: RT @dapancost Character building comes 
from a commitment to living out your truth. #leadfromwithin  

8:35 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @lollydaskal: YES! RT @LaurindaB: A6 The times Ive 
failed have been the cornerstone to growth. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

KimLuvsMJ:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

Chiraz333:  RT @john_paul: A6: Failing down, also doing the right thing - 
both build character. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

lesliedoughty:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A6: Seeing the example of others who are thriving where I'm 
struggling. They give me hope & inspiration. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

mccellarangel:  To the group; does great character contain compromise to your 
beliefs? #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES! RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be a character-building 
experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

scedmonds:  HARD TO DO + NEEDED >>RT @martijnsjoorda: A6: An 
experience where you need to let go of something you consider 
fundamental. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

dapancost:  RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be a character-building 
experience. #leadfromwithin (Yes it can -- wrong RT earlier)  

8:36 
am  

CanYouLead:  A6. Losing your job will show what you're made of.. Definitely 
character-building! #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

LaurindaB:  A6 also, tough mentors who hold me accountable 
#leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

scedmonds:  Absolutely! RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be a character-
building experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

chyn_belle:  RT @LollyDaskal: LOVE THIS RT @earthliz: A6 Meeting 
different people, living in new places, trying new things 
#leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

dapancost:  RT @CanYouLead: A6. Losing your job will show what you're 
made of.. Definitely character-building! #leadfromwithin 
(definitely)  

8:36 Cybuhr:  Servant leadership from within. RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be 



am  a character-building experience. #LeadFromWithin  

8:36 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A6: Doing something I have never done before, with other people 
watching. #leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @martijnsjoorda: A6: An experience where 
you need to let go of something you consider fundamental. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

PIE_Innovation:  @lollydaskal One that is uncomfortable or painful. It's not the 
experience, but the character U call upon to get through it. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:36 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @earthliz A6 Meeting different people, living in new places, 
trying new things #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A6: Seeing the example of others who are 
thriving where Im struggling. They give me hope & inspiration. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

angel1994:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

heart_path:  Vulnerability is character-building. #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

scedmonds:  FAB > > RT @mark_newton: A6: failing or succeeding without 
missing the life lesson #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

lollydaskal:  Out of your comfort zone! RT @Steveriege: RT 
@StrategicMonk: A6: Working without a net. #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

LaurindaB:  RT @CanYouLead: A6. Losing your job will show what youre 
made of.. Definitely character-building! #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @LaurindaB: A6 also, tough mentors who hold me 
accountable #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  A6 Making a decision and living with the results, accepting all 
responsibility. #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

Steveriege:  we all need one...or more - RT @LaurindaB: A6 also, tough 
mentors who hold me accountable #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

Janet6wheels:  RT @waynemcevilly: agree-even when the "situation" may seem 
"hopeless"! RT @Encouraging A3 Yes, at any stage of life! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  Maybe Universal #character based on LOVE RESPECT 
EMPATHY is what WE ALL R about N need to evolve into as a 
human race #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

dapancost:  RT @heart_path: Vulnerability is character-building. 
#leadfromwithin (Certainly can be - especially when vulnerability 
is chosen)  



8:37 
am  

mark_newton:  A6: Entering into situations where you don't have control 
#leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A6 We think we learn from our mistakes. In stead we learn from 
our successes & the mistakes of others - Richard Farson 
#leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

earthliz:  Yeah :( RT @CanYouLead: A6. Losing your job will show what 
youre made of.. Definitely character-building! #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

9:  RT @lollydaskal: YES! RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be a 
character-building experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  RT @Cybuhr: Servant leadership from within. RT @heart_path: 
Sacrifice can be a character-building experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:37 
am  

ellenfweber:  @StrategicMonk Cool That takes risk and the brain fuels risk 
with dopamene to help the process get easier with time. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

scedmonds:  SO TRUE, Thomas! RT @CanYouLead: A6. Losing your job 
will show what youre made of.. Definitely character-building! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

ArtAppleADay:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Both great. RT @Cybuhr: Servant leadership from within. RT 
@heart_path: Sacrifice can be a character-building experience. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Yes! RT @John_Paul: A6: Failing down, also doing the right 
thing - both build character. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

lynnfishman:  A6. Character building comes from working with what is in front 
of us, not what we wish were here. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @steveriege spectacularly...say it loud and proud! RT 
@martijnsjoorda: A6 Yes, failure. Failing spectacularly. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @Cybuhr: Servant leadership from within. RT @heart_path: 
Sacrifice can be a character-building experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

helenantholis:  A6. Staying true to yourself despite temptations and pressure to 
be different from your core. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: FAB > > RT @mark_newton: A6: failing or 
succeeding without missing the life lesson #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

Cybuhr:  That'll do it. RT @StrategicMonk: A6: Doing something I have 
never done before, with other people watching. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:38 Encouraging:  A6 Participating in my first TweetChat!!! ::) #leadfromwithin  



am  

8:38 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  RT @heart_path: Vulnerability is character-building. Agree! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

LaurindaB:  SO TRUE! RT @heart_path: Vulnerability is character-building. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

scedmonds:  THE BEST OF FRIENDS! RT @LaurindaB: A6 also, tough 
mentors who hold me accountable #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

kelliejoannkidd:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

8:38 
am  

john_paul:  @Chiraz333 Hello Teresa, nice to see you here. Welcome! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @EdwardColozzi: Yes, What about curiosity also - that 
guides daily growth in these areas as we learn from one another? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  LOL RT @martijnsjoorda: @LollyDaskal @PatRobeck1ofHis If 
it stops you from self-destruction... #leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @lynnfishman: RT @lollydaskal: RT @martijnsjoorda: A6: 
An experience where u let go of something u consider 
fundamental. #leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

scedmonds:  YES. RT @heart_path: Vulnerability is character-building. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: YES! RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be a 
character-building experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

heart_path:  RT @mccellarangel: RT @lynnfishman: RT @lollydaskal: RT 
@martijnsjoorda: A6: An experience where u let go of something 
u consider fundamental. #leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @heart_path Vulnerability is character-building. < Bravo! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

fadedoctor:  @ellenfweber the way to teach how to change a flat is not verbal 
but by showing them what tools to use and HOW 2 use them 
#leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @ellenfweber @StrategicMonk Yup #leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lynnfishman: A6. Character building comes from working 
with what is in front of us, not what we wish were here. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

mark_newton:  RT @LaurindaB: A6 also, tough mentors who hold me 
accountable #leadfromwithin  



8:39 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @mark_newton: A6: Entering into situwhere you don't have 
control #leadfromwithin Can'y control what comes to u - but can 
control respons  

8:39 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @helenantholis: A6. Staying true to yourself despite 
temptations and pressure to be different from your core. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:39 
am  

john_paul:  RT @martijnsjoorda @Cybuhr: Servant leadership from within. 
@heart_path: Sacrifice can be a character-building experience. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

scedmonds:  WOW. RT @lynnfishman: A6. Character building comes from 
working with what is in front of us, not what we wish were here. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

ENBdavies:  A6 #LeadFromWithin - Loosing everything, your wife, your 
family, your work, your tools, your clothes.. like i did on 
December 2nd.  

8:40 
am  

irunurun:  RT @LaurindaB: A6 also, tough mentors who hold me 
accountable #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @helenantholis: A6. Staying true to yourself despite 
temptations and pressure to be different from your core.<< 
YES!!! #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  Heart leaders RT @Cybuhr: Servant leadership from within. RT 
@heart_path: Sacrifice can be a character-building experience 
#leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. < Yes! #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @Encouraging Haha! #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

john_paul:  @Encouraging A6 Participating in my first TweetChat!!! ::) < 
HaHa! #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

scedmonds:  You all are completely brilliant! Inspiring stuff! #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  A6 Getting back up to bat, after a strike out. #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Encouraging: RT @PosPositive: Whatever your 
circumstance, there IS a way through it. < Yes! #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @Encouraging: A6 Participating in my first TweetChat!!! 
::)<< Myself included; and honored. #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

hipdork:  RT @lollydaskal: Heart leaders RT @Cybuhr: Servant leadership 
from within. RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be a character-
building experience #leadfromwithin  



8:40 
am  

ellenfweber:  @PatRobeck1ofHis Yes! That makes one think of the 
consequences of all acts -- both old habits and new risks:-) You? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

scedmonds:  I think you're doing GREAT! You? RT @Encouraging: A6 
Participating in my first TweetChat!!! ::) #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

ENBdavies:  A6 #LeadFromWithin - anything that allows you to reflect deeply 
and seek deep responsibility for life  

8:40 
am  

CanYouLead:  RT @scedmonds: Absolutely! RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be 
a character-building experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q7: How do you think character building contributes to 
leadership development? #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

earthliz:  A6: Hearing a lot about two trends I really connect with - risk and 
curiosity! #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

ArtAppleADay:  Character building comes from working daily to simply be 
yourself. No putting on airs - exposing your true you! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

scedmonds:  Q7: How do you think character building contributes to 
leadership development? (tweeting for @LollyDaskal) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

SteveKoss:  Q6 failure will never overtake you when your perseverance to 
succeed is strong enough #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

CanYouLead:  RT @scedmonds: WOW. RT @lynnfishman: A6. Character 
building comes from working with what is in front of us, not what 
we wish were here. #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q7: How do you think character building 
contributes to leadership development? #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

ellenfweber:  @LollyDaskal Is a tough mentor like a gentle mentor who stokes 
and inspires? #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

ENBdavies:  A6 #LeadFromWithin - to witness suffering in your fellow 
human.  

8:41 
am  

Steveriege:  me too...you're doing great! RT @Encouraging: A6 Participating 
in my first TweetChat!!! ::) #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

CanYouLead:  RT @lollydaskal: Q7: How do you think character building 
contributes to leadership development? #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

daddyTHEfather:  RT @lollydaskal: Q7: How do you think character building 
contributes to leadership development? #leadfromwithin  

8:41 
am  

heart_path:  Character building enables empathy when leading others. 
#leadfromwithin  



8:42 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A7 Unlocking your leadership is bound to be character building, 
because becoming who you really are is hard work! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

ellenfweber:  @LaurindaB Would you agree that aware people often quit and 
move on ahead of losing job? #leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @lollydaskal: Q7: How do you think character building 
contributes to leadership development? #leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Gain complete trust of the people you are leading and capture 
their full hearts and following. #leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

Cybuhr:  A6: Sometimes the character isn't being built but rather revealed. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:42 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @ellenfweber: @LollyDaskal Is a tough mentor like a gentle 
mentor who stokes and inspires? #leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

heart_path:  Absolutely! RT @Cybuhr: A6: Sometimes the character isn't 
being built but rather revealed. #LeadFromWithin  

8:42 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @dapancost: RT @heart_path: Vulnerability is character-
building. #leadfromwithin (can be - especially when vulnerability 
is chosen)  

8:42 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A7 So are we looking for the quick fix or the fundamental shift? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A7: In order to be a person of influence one needs to be a person 
of character. #leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

lollydaskal:  THOMAS you are amazing RT @Steveriege: me too.youre doing 
great! RT @Encouraging: A6 Participating in my first 
TweetChat! #leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

mark_newton:  A7: Leaders w/ character have depth that can be trusted 
#leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

Encouraging:  A7 Perhaps character building IS leadership development! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:42 
am  

earthliz:  RT @Cybuhr: A6: Sometimes the character isnt being built but 
rather revealed. #leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A7 Does change start on our doorstep or outside? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

Steveriege:  a7: Character is one of the required competencies of Leadership 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q7: How do you think character building 
contributes to leadership development? #leadfromwithin  

8:43 LaurindaB:  A7 Character building is the Keel that balances the ship. The 



am  greater the keel the rougher the seas you can traverse 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Character contributes to the realities that are right in front of 
them and to see blind spots of themselves and others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

heart_path:  RT @dapancost: A7: Leaders with character will admit their 
mistakes and seek to rectify them. #leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  @ellenfweber TY Ellen we ALL learn frm each other 2 discern 
how 2 best evove R individual & collective #character 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

mark_newton:  RT @LaurindaB: A7 Character building is the Keel that balances 
the ship. The greater the keel the rougher the seas you can 
traverse #leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

ellenfweber:  @heart_path Would you agree that vulnerability is used as a pos 
force by only a few - and that's why only these few grow 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

earthliz:  A7: Unwilling follower-types will poke holes in a leader's 
character. #leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

scedmonds:  A7: Effective leaders act from their heart, revealing their core 
character. Sometimes that's a GOOD thing! #leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

Encouraging:  TYSM, friends. I'm an encouragement sponge! :) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @Cybuhr: Servant leadership from within. RT @heart_path: 
Sacrifice can be a character-building experience. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:43 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Character has you working in a way that actually produces 
the outcomes that you should produce < integrity. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @Encouraging It's the only REAL leadership development! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:43 
am  

CanYouLead:  A7 U have 2 build strong character 2 lead yourself. U have to 
know how 2 lead yourself b4 U can effectively lead others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

ENBdavies:  @My_WebEvent #LeadFromWithin it has been the best 
experience of my life. I even lived in a homeless shelter for 10 
days.  

8:44 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A7: Effective leaders act from their heart, 
revealing their core character. Sometimes thats a GOOD thing! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 john_paul:  RT @LaurindaB A7 Character building is the Keel that balances 



am  the ship. The greater the keel the rougher the seas you can... 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A7: I become a more authentic leader as my character develops. I 
can move from taking predetermined steps to leading. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

ArtAppleADay:  You cannot be a leader if you don't know who you are. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

GregoryMcGuire:  RT @lollydaskal: Q7: How do you think character building 
contributes to leadership development? #leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

helenantholis:  It raises the level of oneself and all who follow.RT 
@lollydaskal:Q7:How does character building contributes to 
ldrshp dev.? #leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @ellenfweber It is tough not making excuses, isn't it? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

songjunkee1018:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

fadedoctor:  RT @Cybuhr: That'll do it. RT @StrategicMonk: A6: Doing 
something I have never done before, with other people watching. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:44 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @Steveriege a7: Character is one of the required 
competencies of Leadership #leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

rgbrody:  RT @Steveriege: a7: Character is one of the required 
competencies of Leadership #leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

LemaNsah:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: In order to be a person of influence 
one needs to be a person of character. #leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

scedmonds:  A7: (I've worked with leaders who had very different values than 
mine. They drove for their needs, not good for others.) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

ellenfweber:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: @ellenfweber It is tough not making 
excuses, isn't it? #leadfromwithin LOL YES!  

8:44 
am  

heart_path:  @ellenfweber Unfort, yes. People r afraid to be vulnerable, to risk 
honesty. But in leadership, that is how you build trust. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:44 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  RT @helenantholis: It raises the level of oneself and all who 
follow.A7 #leadfromwithin  

8:44 
am  

lynnfishman:  A6. Character building is knowing that private victories often 
precede public victories & having the courage 2 persevere.. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:44 Steveriege:  RT @lollydaskal:A7:Character has you working in a way that 



am  actually produces the outcomes that you should produce integrity. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @LemaNsah: RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: In order to be a 
person of influence one needs to be a person of character. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:45 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A7 character is essential 2 being a leader - it's the one thing that 
will see u through anything, foundational aspect #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

LemaNsah:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A7: Effective leaders act 
from their heart, revealing their core character. Sometimes thats a 
GOOD thing! #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @CanYouLead: A7 U have 2 build strong character 2 lead 
yourself. #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @LemaNsah: RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: In order to be a 
person of influence one needs to be a person of character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @rgbrody: RT @Steveriege: a7: Character is one of the 
required competencies of Leadership #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A7: Leaders with great character inspire others and make it easier 
to follow. #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

heart_path:  RT @helenantholis: RT @LemaNsah: RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: 
In order to be a person of influence one needs to be a person of 
character. #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

TheYankeeInGA:  @DavidCornDC I thought they won by promising to observe the 
T-Party's agenda of financial discipline. #leadfromwithin #p2 
#tcot  

8:45 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @ENBdavies Wow... You're rebuilding! Sounds like you have a 
great foundation! #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @Cybuhr:RT @LemaNsah: RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: In 
order to be a person of influence one needs to be a person of 
character. #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @thehealthmaven: A7 character is essential - its the one thing 
that will see u through anything, foundational aspect 
#leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @meema123 Always grateful for prayer, but, I was answering a ? 
in a great chat, about building character, come join us at 
#leadfromwithin.  

8:45 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @heart_path: Absolutely! RT @Cybuhr: A6: Sometimes the 
character isn't being built but rather revealed. #leadfromwithin  

8:45 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: Leaders with great character inspire 
others and make it easier to follow. #leadfromwithin  



8:45 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: Leaders with great character inspire 
others and make it easier to follow. #leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal A7: Character contributes 2 the realities right N 
front of them and 2C blind spots of themselves & others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

scedmonds:  SO TRUE! @thehealthmaven: A7 character is essential 2 being a 
leader - its the one thing that will see u through anything. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: In order to be a person of influence 
one needs to be a person of character. #leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT: @scedmonds Effective leaders act from their heart, revealing 
their core character. Sometimes that's a GOOD thing! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

dapancost:  RT @helenantholis: RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: Leaders with 
great character inspire others and make it easier to follow. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

Grace_333:  RT @scedmonds: WOW. RT @lynnfishman: A6. Character 
building comes from working with what is in front of us, not what 
we wish were here. #leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

Steveriege:  a7: but, it must be integrity of character to be a leader 
#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

Defendsfreedom2:  Recommend Sebastian Junger documentary 'Restrepo' for those 
passionate about character.No politics, just story about heroes. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: Leaders with great character inspire 
others and make it easier to follow. YES #leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

RonSupportsYou:  RT @Encouraging RT @Steveriege Character is one of the 
required competencies of Leadership. #leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: In order to be a 
person of influence one needs to be a person of character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

heart_path:  Y - We follow leaders we respect! RT @MagneticSilvia: Leaders 
w/ great character inspire others & make it easier 2 
follow.#leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

lynnfishman:  @helenantholis @LemaNsah In order to be a person of influence 
one needs to be a person of character.Bravo! #leadfromwithin  

8:46 
am  

JJRiquelmeM:  RT @lollydaskal: Out of your comfort zone! RT @Steveriege: 
RT @StrategicMonk: A6: Working without a net. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:47 john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal @MagneticSilvia: A7: In order to be a person of 



am  influence one needs to be a person of character. #leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

don_deven:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

mccellarangel:  A7. I don't believe the two are mutually exclusive, but each grows 
stronger as a result. #leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

dapancost:  A7: Leaders with good character speak the truth in love even 
when the truth is hard to speak #leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: RT @lollydaskal @MagneticSilvia: A7: In order 
to be a person of influence one needs to be a person of character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @LaurindaB: A7 Character is the Keel that balances the ship. 
The greater the keel the rougher the seas you can traverse 
#leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Having character transcends your own interests and gives 
yourself to have larger purposes, and larger visions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @lollydaskal RT @MagneticSilvia: A7: In order to be a 
person of influence one needs to be a person of character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

CupcakeCutieKit:  RT @lollydaskal: A7: Having character transcends your own 
interests and gives yourself to have larger purposes, and larger 
visions. #leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

earthliz:  A7: It's about trust. Just today I was saying how glad I am my 
boss isn't a tool. #leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

heart_path:  Beautiful! RT @dapancost: A7: Leaders with good character 
speak the truth in love even when the truth is hard to speak 
#leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

john_paul:  RT @scedmonds Effective leaders act from their heart, revealing 
their core character. Sometimes that's a GOOD thing! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  RT @lynnfishman: A6. Character building comes from working 
with what is in front of us, not what we wish were here. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:47 
am  

dapancost:  RT @54Greatness: A7: concur RT @Encouraging A7 Perhaps 
character building IS leadership development! #leadfromwithin 
(Very good point)  

8:48 
am  

BarryForward:  RT @CanYouLead: A7 U have 2 build strong character 2 lead 
yourself. U have to know how 2 lead yourself b4 U can 
effectively lead others. #leadfromwithin  

8:48 CanYouLead:  RT @lollydaskal: A7: Having character transcends your own 



am  interests and gives yourself to have larger purposes, and larger 
visions. #leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

scedmonds:  A7: under pressure, authentic character is revealed in a leader's 
decisions & actions. Certainly trial by fire! #leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  What a leader does, speaks so loud the followers can't hear what 
he is saying. #leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

Burdoc:  A7 "bad" character in a leader can also get great things done as a 
response #leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

fadedoctor:  Working with those less fortunate & knowing DAMN well that it 
is unappreciated with helpful intentions is character building 
#leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

1Greyhound:  RT @lynnfishman : A6. Character building comes from working 
with what is in front of us, not what we wish were here. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  So true! RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: What a leader does, speaks so 
loud the followers can't hear what he is saying. #leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q8: what is a checklist for character leadership #leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  Real #character is reflected in authentic heroes N leaders who 
effectively #leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

earthliz:  I agree! RT @lollydaskal: Having character transcends ur 
interests and gives urself to have larger purposes, larger visions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal A7: Having character transcends your own 
interests & gives yourself 2 have larger purposes & larger visions. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:48 
am  

scedmonds:  Q8: what is a checklist for character leadership? (@lollydaskal) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

ArtAppleADay:  RT @heart_path: Beautiful! RT @dapancost: A7: Leaders with 
good character speak the truth in love even when the truth is hard 
to speak #leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Great! RT @earthliz: A7: Its about trust. Just today I was saying 
how glad I am my boss isnt a tool. #leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

Steveriege:  @Burdoc what do you mean? #leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

dapancost:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q8: what is a checklist for character 
leadership #leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

scedmonds:  In short term, yes? RT @Burdoc: A7 "bad" character in a leader 
can also get great things done as a response #leadfromwithin  



8:49 
am  

Cybuhr:  A7: People won't follow someone they don't trust. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:49 
am  

rabasure:  RT @lollydaskal: Q8: what is a checklist for character leadership 
#leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

earthliz:  @PatRobeck1ofHis Good point! #leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  A6: Anyone can become a great leader simply by becoming a 
person of character. #leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

michelin56:  RT @lollydaskal: Q8: what is a checklist for character leadership 
#leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A8 Where do I feel what is being asked of me in my body? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

LaurindaB:  RT @lollydaskal: Q8: what is a checklist for character leadership 
#leadfromwithin  

8:49 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  RT @dapancost: RT @LollyDaskal: Q8: what is a checklist for 
character leadership #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LaurindaB: RT @lollydaskal: Q8: what is a checklist for 
character leadership #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A8: Honesty, authenticity, transparency, integrity. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A8 How does that feel? #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A7 I believe that without love for the entire human race (no 
exceptions) we still have work to do. #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

lollydaskal:  A8:Checklist character for leadership: inspire people to work 
toward their vision #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

Steveriege:  very, very true!RT @Cybuhr: A7: People wont follow someone 
they dont trust. #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

lynnfishman:  A7. It takes both a narrow & open focus- between inner growth & 
the broader context within which growth takes place. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A8 What emotion does it raise? #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

Encouraging:  Have to go. THANK *YOU*! I'm very grateful for this 
experience. :) #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

earthliz:  @martijnsjoorda You read my mind! #leadfromwithin  



8:50 
am  

john_paul:  A3: Honesty, integrity, compassion, serving, helping, right living 
. . . and on . . . #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

heart_path:  A8: Integrity, authenticity, humility, courage and love are 
essential character traits for leadership. #LeadFromWithin  

8:50 
am  

JJRiquelmeM:  RT @lollydaskal: A8:Checklist character for leadership: inspire 
people to work toward their vision #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @michelin56: RT @lollydaskal: Q8: what is a checklist for 
character leadership #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 How does that feel? #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A8 Why is this REALLY so important to me? #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

lollydaskal:  A8: Checklist character for leadership be trustworthy 
#leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: A3: Honesty, integrity, compassion, serving, 
helping, right living . . . and on . . . #leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

helenantholis:  Be honest, competent, trustworthy, empathic. RT @scedmonds: 
Q8: what is a checklist for character leadership? (@lollydaskal) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:50 
am  

scedmonds:  A8: Checklist for character leadership: aligned values. 
Connection to & demonstrated passion for staff & customers. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

KeithRLloyd:  RT @CanYouLead: A7 U have 2 build strong character 2 lead 
yourself. U have to know how 2 lead yourself b4 U can 
effectively lead others. #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

dapancost:  A8: Then honestly answering the question How am I doing? Am I 
being consistent? #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

waynemcevilly:  Otherwise what meaning can we attach to "Love your enemy" - 
and "Love one another." - ? - #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  TY, modded another's saying, but can't remember who.RT 
@earthliz: @PatRobeck1ofHis Good point! #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

scedmonds:  Join us next week! RT @Encouraging: Have to go. THANK 
*YOU*! Im very grateful for this experience. :) #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @StrategicMonk: A8: Honesty, authenticity, transparency, 
integrity. #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

lollydaskal:  A8: Checklist character for leadership: be self aware and 
insightful about your impact on yourself and others. 
#leadfromwithin  



8:51 
am  

Grace_333:  RT @StrategicMonk: A8: Honesty, authenticity, transparency, 
integrity. #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

mark_newton:  A8: Philippians 4:8 pretty much sums it up. "Whatever is true... 
noble... right... pure... #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A8 Who can I call on for a different perspective? #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

helenantholis:  @Encouraging Good to meet you! #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

Burdoc:  RT @heart_path: A8: Integrity, authenticity, humility, courage 
and love are essential character traits for leadership. 
#LeadFromWithin  

8:51 
am  

LaurindaB:  A8 Have a personal development plan, know thyself and love 
people #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

Steveriege:  a8: seeking input on their perceptions of you #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

john_paul:  @Encouraging CU Thomas! Soon i hope. #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A8 Integrity, fortitude, stamina, humility, doing good things, 
humor :))) #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: A8: Checklist character for leadership: be self 
aware and insightful about your impact on yourself and others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

earthliz:  A8 Is this ethical? #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

CaseybelleTwtr:  RT @lollydaskal: A8: Checklist character for leadership: be self 
aware and insightful about your impact on yourself and others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

EzzDrop:  RT @lollydaskal: A8: Checklist character for leadership: be self 
aware and insightful about your impact on yourself and others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

lollydaskal:  Mind body soul -RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 What emotion does it 
raise? #leadfromwithin  

8:51 
am  

dapancost:  RT @mark_newton: A8: Philippians 4:8 pretty much sums it up. 
"Whatever is true... noble... right... pure... #leadfromwithin 
(Absolutely)  

8:51 
am  

scedmonds:  A8: checklist for character leadership - key question to ask: "Who 
am I BEING as I influence others today?" #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Steveriege: a8: seeking input on their perceptions of you 
#leadfromwithin  



8:52 
am  

fadedoctor:  A8: The 6 P's...proper preparation prevents piss poor 
performance! #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

Steveriege:  @scedmonds thanks cris! #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @mark_newton: A8: Philippians 4:8 pretty much sums it up. 
"Whatever is true... noble... right... pure... #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

dapancost:  RT @scedmonds: A8: checklist for character leadership - key 
question to ask: "Who am I BEING as I influence others today?" 
#leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A8: Do I know my own perspective on this? #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A8: checklist for character leadership - key 
question to ask: "Who am I BEING as I influence others today?" 
#leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  a8 Love others as much as you love yourself will pretty much 
cover it. #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

rabasure:  RT @lollydaskal: A8: Checklist character for leadership be 
trustworthy #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @scedmonds: A8: checklist for character leadership - key 
question to ask: "Who am I BEING as I influence others today?" 
#leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  A8: Checklist character for leadership: is leading from your 
intuition #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

Cybuhr:  A8: Does what I am help them to be more? #LeadFromWithin  

8:52 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: A8: checklist for character leadership - key 
question to ask: "Who am I BEING as I influence others today?" 
#leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

dapancost:  RT @fadedoctor: A8: The 6 P's...proper preparation prevents piss 
poor performance! #leadfromwithin (Always liked that one. )  

8:52 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @StrategicMonk: RT @scedmonds: A8: checklist for 
character leadership - key question to ask: "Who am I BEING as I 
influence others today?" #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

ryanbiddulph:  RT @LollyDaskal A8: Checklist character for leadership: is 
leading from your intuition #leadfromwithin  

8:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  A8: Checklist character for leadership: honesty #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

mylovely75me:  RT @lollydaskal: Mind body soul -RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 
What emotion does it raise? #leadfromwithin  



8:53 
am  

bobstvn:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A6: Anyone can become a great leader 
simply by becoming a person of character. #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

JJRiquelmeM:  RT @lollydaskal: A8: Checklist character for leadership: is 
leading from your intuition #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

LaurindaB:  works for me!RT @Cybuhr: A8: Does what I am help them to be 
more? #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A8 What would I feel if what I am about to do or say appeared on 
the ticker on Times Square? #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Cybuhr: A8: Does what I am help them to be more? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

SteveKoss:  Q8 the checklist is dependent on the situation at hand or the best, 
worst, most likely future scenario outcomes #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

heart_path:  Yes Lolly - trusting yourself. RT @LollyDaskal: A8: Checklist 
character for leadership: is leading from your intuition 
#leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

JJRiquelmeM:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Steveriege: a8: seeking input on their 
perceptions of you #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

Simon_GB:  A8:Checklist-listen with your eyes,see with your ears, speak with 
your mind and #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

scedmonds:  A8: checklist for character leadership - "What do others think of 
my plans, decisions, & actions?" Ask, listen, refine. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

earthliz:  A8 Am I being my best self? #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

dapancost:  A8: Listening to feedback from life #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

Steveriege:  sometimes we don't get luxury of facts.RT 
@lollydaskal:A8:Checklist character for leadership: is leading 
from your intuition #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

scedmonds:  Brilliant! RT @earthliz: A8 Am I being my best self? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

lynnfishman:  A8. Checklist for character leadership- understanding the 
commonality of the human experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q9: what character trait would equip you to lead from within? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:53 
am  

ghc8008:  RT @LollyDaskal RT @Cybuhr: A8: Does what I am help them 
to be more? #leadfromwithin  

8:54 scedmonds:  Q9: what character trait would equip you to lead from within? 



am  #leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

earthliz:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 What would I feel if what I am about to 
do or say appeared on the ticker on Times Square? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

dapancost:  RT @lynnfishman: A8. Checklist for character leadership- 
understanding the commonality of the human experience. 
#leadfromwithin (Very Good)  

8:54 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A8: Where does who I am today move us in the future? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  RT @John_Paul @lollydaskal YES having lrgr vision/purpose 
means one is in touch w what's TRULY needed #leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @dapancost: A8: Listening to feedback from life 
#leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  RT @Simon_GB: A8:Checklist-listen with your eyes,see with 
your ears, speak with your mind and #leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @scedmonds:A8: checklist character leadership"What do 
others think of my plans, decisions, & actions?"Ask, listen, refine 
#leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @lynnfishman: A8. Checklist for character leadership- 
understanding the commonality of the human experience. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

waynemcevilly:  Know what is yours to do and do it. #Wayne2Wayne // 
#leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

earthliz:  @scedmonds Thanks! I'm prone to responding grouchy, and I 
have to remind myself! #leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

john_paul:  A8: Think with your heart and feel with your mind, i.e., a 
checklist for character. #leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

APIInc:  RT @lollydaskal: Heart leaders RT @Cybuhr: Servant leadership 
from within. RT @heart_path: Sacrifice can be a character-
building experience #leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

imaflipsider:  RT @MagneticSilvia: A6: Anyone can become a great leader 
simply by becoming a person of character. #leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

dapancost:  A9: Still working on the whole patience thing. :-) For me that's a 
tough one. #leadfromwithin  

8:54 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: A8: Think with your heart and feel with your 
mind, i.e., a checklist for character. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: If YOU lead from within you will commit to your character 
#leadfromwithin  



8:55 
am  

LaurindaB:  love thisRT @waynemcevilly: Know what is yours to do and do 
it. #Wayne2Wayne // #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

Steveriege:  a9: Core...the essence of why we are here. Is there some Mozart 
in you? #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A8: Trustworthiness. Respect. Responsibility. Fairness. Caring. 
Citizenship > 6 Pillars of Character #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A9: Empathy. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

mark_newton:  A9: Love for others. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A8 LISTEN = SILENT only with the letters rearranged. Sixth 
grade poster. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

lynnfishman:  @John_Paul Clever! Think with your heart and feel with your 
mind, i.e., a checklist for character. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

scedmonds:  A9: what character trait equips you to lead from within? 
SERVANT HEART. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: you will often say NO to what many would perceive to be an 
opportunity of a lifetime. if NOT value aligned. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

JJRiquelmeM:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @lynnfishman: A8. Checklist for character 
leadership- understanding the commonality of the human 
experience. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

earthliz:  Can someone RT Q9, I missed it? #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: A9: what character trait equips you to lead 
from within? SERVANT HEART. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A9 Ultimately: humility. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

rknight:  RT @LollyDaskal: A8: Checklist character for leadership: 
honesty #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: every person, every leader wears two badges one visible and 
one invisible #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A9: Listening, openness. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

mark_newton:  RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 LISTEN = SILENT only with the letters 
rearranged. Sixth grade poster. #leadfromwithin  

8:55 
am  

Burdoc:  A9 humility #leadfromwithin  



8:55 
am  

dapancost:  RT @mark_newton: A9: Love for others. #leadfromwithin 
(especially those that "get in the way")  

8:55 
am  

Steveriege:  a9: TRUST #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal A9: If YOU lead from within you will commit 
to your character #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

Cybuhr:  A9: Passion. Compassion. #LeadFromWithin  

8:56 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  Q9: what character trait would equip you to lead from within? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

LaurindaB:  I AGREE! RT @mark_newton: A9: Love for others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

scedmonds:  A9: Leading from within allows continuous clarity on your values 
& your character. #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

Steveriege:  absolutelyRT @martijnsjoorda: A9 Ultimately: humility. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  a9 Love #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: visible badge is position and title- Invisible badge is your 
value and moral authority. #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

LaurindaB:  RT @Steveriege: a9: TRUST #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

fadedoctor:  Q9: what character trait would equip you to lead from within? 
Patience #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

dapancost:  RT @Burdoc: A9 humility #leadfromwithin (Oops. I'm working 
on that one too) :-)  

8:56 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @Cybuhr: A9: Passion. Compassion. #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: every person, every leader wears two 
badges one visible and one invisible #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

john_paul:  RT @StrategicMonk A9: Listening, openness. #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

heart_path:  Great thoughts! RT @scedmonds: A9: Leading from within 
allows continuous clarity on your values & your character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

scedmonds:  FABULOUS! RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 LISTEN = SILENT only 
with the letters rearranged. Sixth grade poster. #leadfromwithin  



8:56 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @scedmonds: A9: Leading from within allows continuous 
clarity on your values & your character. #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A9: Love for yourself. #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: lead from within is emerging your visible and invisible 
badges of leading a life "walking your talk" #leadfromwithin  

8:56 
am  

mark_newton:  RT @dapancost: RT @mark_newton: A9: Love for others. 
#leadfromwithin (especially those that "get in the way") YES 
SIR!  

8:57 
am  

john_paul:  Q9: what character trait would equip you to lead from within? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

giselle2323:  Love this! RT @lollydaskal: A9: If YOU lead from within you 
will commit to your character #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

scedmonds:  Meee, threee! RT @dapancost: RT @Burdoc: A9 humility 
#leadfromwithin (Oops. Im working on that one too) :-) 
#leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  RT @LollyDaskal: A9: every person, every leader wears two 
badges one visible and one invisible #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @heart_path: RT @john_paul: A8: Think with your heart and 
feel with your mind, i.e., a checklist for character. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @scedmonds: FABULOUS! RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 
LISTEN = SILENT only with the letters rearranged. Sixth grade 
poster. #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @StrategicMonk: A9: Love for yourself. #LeadFromWithin  

8:57 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @LollyDaskal Q9: what character trait would equip you to 
lead from within? #leadfromwithin // Honesty Love Compassion  

8:57 
am  

lollydaskal:  STUNNING! RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 LISTEN = SILENT only 
with the letters rearranged. Sixth grade poster. #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

dapancost:  RT @scedmonds: FABULOUS! RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 
LISTEN = SILENT only with the letters rearranged. Sixth grade 
poster. #leadfromwithin (Yes)  

8:57 
am  

smallbizlady:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: lead from within is emerging your visible 
and invisible badges of leading a life "walking your talk" 
#leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  If we R in touch w TRUE self we move towards R Universal 
#character N have more empathy 4 others and can better 
#leadfromwithin  



8:57 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: Meee, threee! RT @dapancost: RT @Burdoc: 
A9 humility #leadfromwithin (Oops. Im working on that one too) 
:-) #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

MagneticSilvia:  Powerful! RT @LollyDaskal: A9: If YOU lead from within you 
will commit to your character #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

helenantholis:  Understanding self and others. RT @lollydaskal: Q9: what 
character trait would equip you to lead from within? 
#leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

lilplayer809:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: every person, every leader wears two 
badges one visible and one invisible #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

irunurun:  RT @laurindab: A8 Have a personal development plan, know 
thyself and love people #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

earthliz:  A9 (thanks!): self-reflection is important. Taking time each day to 
think about what worked and what didn't #leadfromwithin  

8:57 
am  

dapancost:  RT @earthliz: A9 (thanks!): self-reflection is important. Taking 
time each day to think about what worked and what didn't 
#leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @lollydaskal: STUNNING! RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 
LISTEN = SILENT only with the letters rearranged. Sixth grade 
poster. #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

Simon_GB:  Liftoff:)@LollyDaskal RT:A9: If YOU lead from within you will 
commit to your character #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

john_paul:  A9: I think love pretty much sums it up for that one - at least for 
me. #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @LollyDaskal Q9: what character trait would equip you to 
lead from within? #leadfromwithin // A9: Honesty Love 
Compassion  

8:58 
am  

scedmonds:  A9: Vital "Lead From Within" character trait - SENSE OF 
HUMOR. Gotta laugh at the odd stuff we humans do! 
#leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @irunurun: RT @laurindab: A8 Have a personal development 
plan, know thyself and love people #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: being a person who leads from within is showing up as your 
real self: a person with values and beliefs #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

MovingSmartNow:  RT @giselle2323: Love this! RT @lollydaskal: A9: If YOU lead 
from within you will commit to your character #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

RedBaronUSA:  RT @KoenMarichal Again, here is why followership (a great 
team) is the new leadership > http://t.co/sEbVLOf #leadershipchat 
#leadfromwithin  



8:58 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  A9 ability to share dark chocolate... #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @dapancost: RT @earthliz: A9 (thanks!): self-reflection is 
important. Taking time each day to think about what worked and 
what didn't #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

heart_path:  RT @RedBaronUSA: RT @KoenMarichal Again, here is why 
followership (a great team) is the new leadership > 
http://t.co/sEbVLOf #leadershipchat #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

dapancost:  RT @LollyDaskal: A9: being a person who leads from within is 
showing up as your real self: a person with values and beliefs 
#leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

mark_newton:  RT @john_paul: A9: I think love pretty much sums it up for that 
one - at least for me. #leadfromwithin I AGREE!  

8:58 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A9: A commitment to knowing and caring for my true self, 
including sharing myself with others. #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: being a person who leads from within is 
showing up as your real self: a person with values and beliefs 
#leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

lynnfishman:  To lead from within, you must first be able to follow. Follow then 
lead. #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

LaurindaB:  I Love this! RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: A9 ability to share dark 
chocolate... #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: every decision you make will either add or detract from your 
character #leadfromwithin  

8:58 
am  

JFeskorn:  A9: Allowing others to come up with solutions to problems that 
you have already mapped out #leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: being a person who leads from within is 
showing up as your real self: a person with values and beliefs 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  RT YES @Cybuhr @StrategicMonk say LOVE urself N U can 
LOVE others have empathy N right #character N better 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

rgreen75:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: every decision you make will either add or 
detract from your character #leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: we are always one decision- one word- one reaction away 
from damaging what has taken us years to develop. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

dapancost:  RT @lynnfishman: To lead from within, you must first be able to 
follow. Follow then lead. #leadfromwithin (Totally agree with 
this one)  



8:59 
am  

spacephx:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: being a person who leads from within is 
showing up as your real self: a person with values and beliefs 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @StrategicMonk: A9: A commitment to knowing and caring 
for my true self, including sharing myself with others. 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

scedmonds:  You mean MY dark chocolate?? RT @LaurindaB: I Love this! 
RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: A9 ability to share dark chocolate... 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @scedmonds: A8: checklist for character leadership - key 
question to ask: "Who am I BEING as I influence others today?" 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

Burdoc:  A9 difficult to achieve but God realization #leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

Steveriege:  a9: lighting the fire within, and keeping it burning with passion 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  A9 Your parents have more influence over your business results 
than you do. So you better learn to #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

8:59 
am  

heart_path:  We must be intentional with our thoughts, words and actions. 
#leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

dapancost:  RT @LollyDaskal: A9: we R always 1 decision- 1 wrd- 1 reaction 
away from damaging wht has taken us years 2 develop. 
#leadfromwithin (True)  

9:00 
am  

scedmonds:  Sweet, Steve! RT @Steveriege: a9: lighting the fire within, and 
keeping it burning with passion #leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @JJRiquelmeM: RT @lollydaskal: A8:Checklist character for 
leadership: inspire people to work toward their vision 
#leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  As we come to a close. I want to #Thank this amazing brilliant 
community. Each one of you are BRILLIANT beyond words. 
#leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

earthliz:  YES! RT @Steveriege: a9: lighting the fire within, and keeping it 
burning with passion #leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

busperformance:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: being a person who leads from within is 
showing up as your real self: a person with values and beliefs 
#leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @scedmonds @LaurindaB You didn't think I meant mine, did 
you? #leadfromwithin  

9:00 LaurindaB:  @scedmonds yes give up the chocolate! #leadfromwithin  



am  

9:00 
am  

giselle2323:  RT @heart_path: A8: Integrity, authenticity, humility, courage 
and love are essential character traits for leadership. 
#LeadFromWithin  

9:00 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  Real #character is about R individual choices 2 do good 
#leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

dapancost:  RT @heart_path: We must be intentional with our thoughts, 
words and actions. #leadfromwithin ( a very hard thing to do 
sometimes)  

9:00 
am  

john_paul:  RT@scedmonds You mean MY dark chocolate? RT 
@LaurindaB: I Love this! @PatRobeck1ofHis: A9 ability to share 
dark chocolate... #leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  RT @scedmonds: You mean MY dark chocolate?? 
@PatRobeck1ofHis: A9 ability to share dark chocolate... Not my 
72% French! #leadfromwithin  

9:00 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @lollydaskal: . I want to #Thank this amazing brilliant 
community. Each one of you are BRILLIANT beyond words. 
#leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

dapancost:  RT @EdwardColozzi: Real #character is about R individual 
choices 2 do good #leadfromwithin (Yes, very much)  

9:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  Thank you brilliant folks. Thank you @martijnsjoorda for staying 
up so late! #leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

scedmonds:  POWERFUL. RT @lollydaskal: we are always 1 decision-1 
word-1 reaction away from damaging what has taken years to 
develop. #leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

Cybuhr:  A9: CHARACTER = RARE CATCH. The ability to see the gem 
in ourselves & others. #LeadFromWithin  

9:01 
am  

painspeaks:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT@LollyDaskal A9: we are always one decision- one word- one 
reaction away from damaging what has taken us years to develop. 
#leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

earthliz:  Thanks @lollydoskal. Great chat. I look forward to joining next 
week! #leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

LaurindaB:  it's the little stuff! RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: @scedmonds 
@LaurindaB You didnt think I meant mine, did you? 
#leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

scedmonds:  Well . . . OK! For you, anything! RT @LaurindaB: @scedmonds 
yes give up the chocolate! #leadfromwithin  



9:01 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Thanks all! Always great to spend my Tuesday eve with you! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @martijnsjoorda @scedmonds That stuff too, get it out here! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

SteveKoss:  A9 making a self constitution can be a divine experience and ah 
ha character moment #leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

mark_newton:  THANKS TO YOU BOTH! RT @lollydaskal: Thank you 
brilliant folks. Thank you @martijnsjoorda for staying up so late! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:01 
am  

heart_path:  Always engaging and inspiring. Thank you Lolly and the LFW 
group! #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

lynnfishman:  You all inspire me and uplift me. Thank you! #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

dapancost:  @martijnsjoorda and @LollyDaskall Thanks again for a 
wonderful, challenging #leadfromwithin chat. I appreciate you 
both for your efforts.  

9:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  Next week. We have the one and only @Encouraging Topic: 
Essence of Encouragement #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

helenantholis:  Loved tonight! Thank you all. RT @lollydaskal: Thank you 
brilliant folks. Thank you @martijnsjoorda for staying up so late! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

john_paul:  Great group, always, wonderful companions and insights. Thank 
you all for sharing! :) #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

Burdoc:  now I feel the dark chocolate down stairs calling #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  Thank you all very much. This was a really cool test for a wordy 
Old world mind @ 01.00 a.m. #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

helenantholis:  Then count me in too! RT @scedmonds: Well . . . OK! For you, 
anything! RT @LaurindaB: @scedmonds yes give up the 
chocolate! #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lynnfishman: You all inspire me and uplift me. Thank you! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

Steveriege:  Thanks so much to @lollydoskal and @martijnsjoorda 
#leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

FriendsOfJodi:  RT @My_WebEvent: A8: Trustworthiness. Respect. 
Responsibility. Fairness. Caring. Citizenship > 6 Pillars of 
Character #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  RT @john_paul: A9: I think love pretty much sums it up for that 
one - at least for me. #leadfromwithin  



9:02 
am  

scedmonds:  Fabulous questions & wonderful insights from this LFW 
community! Thanks @Lollydaskal & @martijnsjoorda 
#leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @ENBdavies I will:) Great meeting you here on #leadfromwithin  

9:02 
am  

scedmonds:  Terrific! RT @lollydaskal: Next week. We have the one and only 
@Encouraging Topic: Essence of Encouragement 
#leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: Terrific! RT @lollydaskal: Next week. We 
have the one and only @Encouraging Topic: Essence of 
Encouragement #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

Cybuhr:  Inspiring & character building! Thanks all! #LeadFromWithin  

9:03 
am  

john_paul:  RT @thehealthmaven all! Always great to spend my Tuesday eve 
with you! < yes absolutely - wouldn't miss it. #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

Simon_GB:  A9:@LollyDaskal And One step from the reaction that causes 
actions that can change the face of humankind #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  Resistance is futile! RT @Burdoc: now I feel the dark chocolate 
down stairs calling #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

Steveriege:  @martijnsjoorda hooray! #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  RT Yes @John_Paul LOVE seems 2 come up often in these 
discussions about #leadfromwithin :) EdC  

9:03 
am  

scedmonds:  @lynnfishman You = marvelous. Wonderful insights on the 
tweetchat 2nite! #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

My_WebEvent:  Wow! What a great tweetchat tonight! So inspirational, a lot to 
reflect on:) Have a great evening! #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

JJRiquelmeM:  RT @lollydaskal: As we come to a close. I want to #Thank this 
amazing brilliant community. Each one of you are BRILLIANT 
beyond words. #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @scedmonds: Terrific! RT @lollydaskal: Next week. We 
have the one and only @Encouraging Topic: Essence of 
Encouragement #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

LaurindaB:  first time here. I enjoyed y'all. Looking forward to doing this 
again. #leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

Steveriege:  RT @lollydaskal: Next week. We have the one and only 
@Encouraging Topic: Essence of Encouragement 
#leadfromwithin  

9:03 scedmonds:  Hilarious! RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: Resistance is futile! RT 



am  @Burdoc: now I feel the dark chocolate down stairs calling 
#leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

fadedoctor:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: we are always one decision- one word- one 
reaction away from damaging what has taken us years to develop. 
#leadfromwithin  

9:03 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @scedmonds thank you #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

earthliz:  Thank you also @martijnsjoorda. I appreciated hearing your 
thoughts! #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

dapancost:  Thaks so much everybody for sharing from your hearts. You all 
are great people. You encourage me greatly. Love you all. :-) 
#leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

scedmonds:  Thanks for joining in! RT @LaurindaB: first time here. I enjoyed 
yall. Looking forward to doing this again. #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

Cybuhr:  Raise the bar! RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: Resistance is futile! RT 
@Burdoc: now I feel the dark chocolate down stairs calling 
#LeadFromWithin  

9:04 
am  

heart_path:  @LaurindaB Glad you could join us! #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  So happy you joined us @LaurindaB Looking forward to seeing 
you again. #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

LaurindaB:  funny!RT @PatRobeck1ofHis: Resistance is futile! RT @Burdoc: 
now I feel the dark chocolate down stairs calling #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

Burdoc:  RT @LaurindaB: first time here. I enjoyed y'all. Looking forward 
to doing this again. #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @earthliz @martijnsjoorda and I yours! #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

LaurindaB:  @heart_path thank you! #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  i Encourage you to return.RT @lollydaskal: Next week. We have 
the one and only @Encouraging Topic: Essence of 
Encouragement #leadfromwithin  

9:04 
am  

scedmonds:  Night, y'all - thanks so much for the inspiring discussion here on 
#leadfromwithin  

9:05 
am  

JFeskorn:  Ditto! RT @LaurindaB: first time here. I enjoyed y'all. Looking 
forward to doing this again. #leadfromwithin  

9:05 
am  

Rochellemibelle:  RT @EdwardColozzi: Real #character is about R individual 
choices 2 do good #leadfromwithin  



9:05 
am  

waynemcevilly:  ThankYou! @LollyDaskal @mark_newton @StrategicMonk 
@earthliz @giselle2323 @steveriege @John_Paul 
@martijnsjoorda @dapancost #leadfromwithin  

9:05 
am  

helenantholis:  @scedmonds Good night, Chris. Everyone, have a great week. 
#leadfromwithin  

9:05 
am  

scedmonds:  Tell your friends & followers - this is a wonderful community to 
engage in! #leadfromwithin  

9:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  Next week: Essence of encouragement Join us! #leadfromwithin  

9:05 
am  

deejaycosta:  RT @lollydaskal: STUNNING! RT @martijnsjoorda: A8 
LISTEN = SILENT only with the letters rearranged. Sixth grade 
poster. #leadfromwithin  

9:05 
am  

Steveriege:  thanks to all. my first time. ill be back! #leadfromwithin  

9:06 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  This is my favorite chat all week. Very much back and forth 
respect here. #leadfromwithin  

9:06 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @Steveriege thank you #leadfromwithin  

9:06 
am  

heart_path:  I will look forwad to it! Great discussion tonight. RT 
@LollyDaskal: Next week: Essence of encouragement Join us! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:06 
am  

JJRiquelmeM:  RT @lollydaskal: Next week: Essence of encouragement Join us! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:06 
am  

_LovelyHeart:  RT @lollydaskal: Next week: Essence of encouragement Join us! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:06 
am  

helenantholis:  @JFeskorn @LaurindaB Glad you joined in! #leadfromwithin  

9:06 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @JFeskorn RT @JFeskorn: Character: what we do when our 
heart says it's right and society says different #leadfromwithin  

9:07 
am  

heart_path:  Thank YOU! @martijnsjoorda Wonderful discussion, great 
questions. #leadfromwithin  

9:07 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  TY @LollyDaskal N @martijnsjoorda @John_Paul N all of U 4 a 
meaningful #leadfromwithin discussion  

9:07 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @lollydaskal Thanks for another great tweetchat! I am so grateful 
for hour of reflection, learning and encouragement:) 
#leadfromwithin  

9:07 
am  

LaurindaB:  THANK YOU! RT @helenantholis: @JFeskorn @LaurindaB 
Glad you joined in! #leadfromwithin  



9:07 
am  

dmerchant89:  #leadfromwithin Q3 I think it is hard to change your character 
because a first impression is everything and once you do wrong 
that is it.  

9:07 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @LollyDaskal Next week: Essence of encouragement Join us! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:07 
am  

aprilletrupiano:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: every decision you make will either add or 
detract from your character #leadfromwithin  

9:07 
am  

dapancost:  Thank you @MagnetSilvia, @lynntishman, @waynemcevilly, 
@LollyDaskall, @My_WebEvent, @heart_path for the generous 
RT's #leadfromwithin  

9:08 
am  

earthliz:  Thank you @waynemcevilly! Great #leadfromwithin chat!  

9:08 
am  

painspeaks:  RT @ArtAppleADay: That which does not kill us, makes us 
stronger! Life builds character if you are paying attention to what 
you've overcome! #leadfromwithin  

9:08 
am  

john_paul:  RT @waynemcevilly @LollyDaskal Next week: Essence of 
encouragement Join us! #leadfromwithin  

9:08 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @EdwardColozzi @LollyDaskal @martijnsjoorda @John_Paul 
With pleasure. Thank you1 #leadfromwithin  

9:08 
am  

Simon_GB:  the art of life lies in a constant readjustment to our surroundings - 
Okakura Kakuzo Bon nuit #leadfromwithin Errrrrrs :)  

9:08 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @martijnsjoorda Thank you for your presence at #leadfromwithin  

9:08 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @dmerchant89 You can't change someones impression easily, 
but, you can change your character. #leadfromwithin  

9:09 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @Simon_GB Hai. Bon nuit indeed. #leadfromwithin  

9:09 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  @waynemcevilly My pleasure! Thanks for participating! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:09 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @PatRobeck1ofHis This is my favorite chat all week. Very 
much back and forth respect here. #leadfromwithin  

9:10 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @ENBdavies Tell me more about your experience in the 
homeless shelter, sounds like a pivotal experience... 
#leadfromwithin  

9:10 
am  

9:  RT @lynnfishman: You all inspire me and uplift me. Thank you! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:10 
am  

scedmonds:  @APIInc Absolutely - so true, Mark! #leadfromwithin  



9:11 
am  

sq_blues:  RT @PosPositive: Whatever your circumstance, there IS a way 
through it. #leadfromwithin  

9:11 
am  

anipeto:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: lead from within is emerging your visible 
and invisible badges of leading a life "walking your talk" 
#leadfromwithin  

9:12 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  When you're going through hell, keep going. Sir Winston 
Churchill #leadfromwithin  

9:12 
am  

martijnsjoorda:  Good night, all. #leadfromwithin  

9:12 
am  

dapancost:  @lynnfishman Sorry I messed up your twitter handle, so once 
more thanks again for the RT's #leadfromwithin  

9:12 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  I follow the belief that you will remember something you laughed 
about a lot longer than anything else. #leadfromwithin  

9:13 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @LaurindaB good to "see" you - good to 'meet' you tonight at 
#leadfromwithin / Lot's of fun / a really cohesive group!  

9:14 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @ENBdavies Amazing. I can imagine it left you feeling 
incredibly blessed for all you had (even after you lost everything) 
#leadfromwithin  

9:14 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @LollyDaskal Next week. We have the one and only 
@Encouraging Topic: Essence of Encouragement 
#leadfromwithin  

9:15 
am  

PatRobeck1ofHis:  @martijnsjoorda Good night sir! #leadfromwithin  

9:15 
am  

dapancost:  Thank you @Simon_GB, @helenantholis, @ellenfweber, 
@earthliz, @thehealthmaven, @Defendsfreedom2 for your 
generous RT's #leadfromwithin  

9:15 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @ENBdavies It's amazing what we can learn from others 
generosity and kindness when we're broken. #leadfromwithin  

9:15 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @Encouraging TYSM, friends. I'm an encouragement 
sponge! :) #leadfromwithin  

9:16 
am  

piggiesandpaws:  Sorry I missed it! Looking forward to next week. RT 
@LollyDaskal Next week: Essence of encouragement Join us! 
#leadfromwithin  

9:17 
am  

Steveriege:  @waynemcevilly thanks Wayne. This was a good tweetchat. My 
first with Leadfromwithin. See you again soon...  

	  


